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CHAPTER I 
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
!h!. Pro blElll 
This . .diss.e.rtation reports. a SlirV'ey. study invol..rlng the three types. 
o:f men'.s.. ho.using . ..grcu.ps at Oklahoma State University. The inve.stigation.. 
seeks to determine :whether or not s.eeond semester freshmen living in 
off-campus housing differ significantly on selected psychosocial. factors 
from their counterparts in domitoey and fraternity housing. 
General Background ~ ~ for ~ Study 
Oklahoma State University is a large, complex social organization 
with a culture that is different in macy ways from that of the general 
American cu1ture of which it is a part and from other campus cultures in 
the nation. At the same time, it is in some ways structurally like 
other social organizations; i.e., it has its formal and informal behavior 
systems and a multiplicity of formal and informal groups with their 
various norms and purposes. This study focuses upon three form.al groups 
within this large organization with the f'u1.l. realization that these 
groups a.re not discrete but overlap other groups within the institution 
and in the general culture. 
As in other societies, maey members. of these. groups interact with 
each other much more frequently than they do with_ mElllbers of other groups 
in the University. Group noms and expectations vary tremendously and 
these differences tend to create quite different experienees for students 
1 
2 
within the same University. Newcomb has emphasized the importance to the 
educator or understaming how, when, and why these experiences occur so 
that their effects may be consonant with educational ends. (68, P• 482)". 
The importance of' understanding the composition of' instructional 
groups is now generally accepted among educators. Much effort is ex.-
pended in pretesting and analysis so that the student's curriculum is 
in line with his needs and purposes. Individual differences are recog-
nized and academic departments spend much time in curriculum planning to 
provide f'or these differences. Social science has illuminated the fact 
that individuals grow intellectually, socially, and physically, not only 
in the classroom and laboratory, but also in the pl.aces where they live 
and associate with others. · In spite or these findings there is still a 
tendency to view the nonelassroom part ,or the student culture as an un-
differentiated whole. Ver:, little is known about these subgroups and 
their impact on student learning. 
To be valid from the student personnel point of view, the out-or. 
class program for an;v student group must be conceived in the service of 
and intimately geared to the needs and purposes of' that group. In 
practice, howeverp educators too often assume this validity. It is 
rarely testedo The difficulties involved should not be used as an excuse 
for neglecting the task. 
In recent years there has been an increased interest in the re-
lationships among nonclassroom situations, personality, and learning in 
higher education. Stern and his colleagues have voiced a need for more 
studies or this kind. (68, PP• 690-728). If learning is indeed .the sum 
total or an individual~s experiences, the educator cannot afford to ignore 
the extracurricular experiences of bis students. He also cannot afford to 
approach bis educational task in a haphazard manner. In this period of 
critical shortage of h;igher education resources and steadily increasing 
tasks, he must strive to insure that all activities in the University 
culture contribute to the ends of higher education. 
F.dueators have some insight into develo:p11ental tasks facing the 
student during his college years. (67, 41). These changes are not 
likely to be accomplished without saae stress, and the educator should 
assure, as tar as possible, that these stresses contribute to student 
growth rather than impede it. In order to accomplish this, he must 
first get to know his students and their culture. Robinson and Brown in 
their 1961 report on "What is Missing?" in research indicated that one 
of -the most crucial omissions is in the area of difference between 
students in college owned dormitories and those living either in private 
homes or at home. (66). 
The stu,dent personnel staff at Oklahoma State University is present-
ly involved in developing a more adequate housing program for single men. 
During the past year several groups have studied the problem by focusing 
on environmental factors such as housing standards, upgrading of fa-
cilities, and staffing. Some commendable work has been done, but the 
investigator feels that a greater understanding of the groups to be serve4 
is necessary as a prereqyi~ita-to. ,-sound,· planning_._~ --
This investigation is based upon the premise that there are three 
different types of tom.al living environments available to Oklahoma State 
University men (dormitory, fraternityp and off-campus housing); and,~ hat 
after an initial period spent in learning the characteristics of these 
subcultures, students migrate to the group that they perceive as most 
compatible with their own needs and purposes Since al.most all housing 
contracts bind the student for one full semester, the first chance for 
this selective migration is at the close of the student0s first semester. 
4 
Data f'or this study was gathered at the end of this migration f'or 
the 1962-63 academic year. 
CHAPTER II 
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Introduction 
The major theoretical orientation of this study is taken from the 
' 
field of social psychology and much of the impetus for the study gener--
a ted from the writings of Sanford and his asseciates in Ia!, American 
College. (69). The theory set down by Sherif and Sherif has centri-
bu.ted much to the assumptions. (71, PP• 3-114). The. investigat<?r's 
training, experience, and interests lie in the field of education; and 
this study is an attempt to apply some of the principles of social psy-
chology to educational methodology. Educational methods and measurement 
theory have also had an impact on the fo:m.ation of this framework. 
This chapter presents the theoretical framework used in this study. 
The framework consists of basic assumptions of the theory and related 
literature, definitions of te:rms, and a statement .. of hypotheses. 
~ Basic Assumptions 
Assumption lg, Oklahoma State University may be viewed as a complex social 
organization that can be understood by the same methods applicable to 
other social organizations. (68, p. 49). 
Higher education in these United States may be viewed as a social 
organization that is subdivided into numerous subsystems. Bay supports 
this point of view in his .discussion of sociological concepts useful in 
·r 
studies of higher education. 
5 
The student's social surroundings shoµld for present 
purposes of analysis be ~ -ad. as a variety of social ' 
systems. 'System' ' llere refers to •a set of related com-
ponents constituting a whole that is separated from other 
systems by a boundary of some kind' ---~e Chinese boxes, 
large social systems contain a succession of subsystems. 
And, what is more important, many social systems overlap, 
so that most individuals in a complex society belong to a 
variety of social systems. (68, p. 9?8). 
6 
One can find evidenc~,, beyond the obvious spatial and administra-
tive boundaries, to verify the existeme of important subsystems within 
higher education. In fact, these less obvious di~sions may veey well 
be the most critical ones in the search for greater understanding of 
.American higher education. 
Since student subsystems are the point of focus here, it seems aP-
propriate to seek the nature of differences that exist among them from 
campus to campus. McConnell and Heist summarize research findings to 
demonstrate diversity in academic aptitude and certain personality 
f'aotors. (68, PP• 225-250). Their discussion of differences in aca-
demic aptitude draws muoh from a stucy reported by the Center for the 
Study of Higher F,dueation in whioh wide diversity was found among the 
American Council .2!! F.dueation Psychological Examination (ACE) scores of 
entering student populations by: 
a. All schools "" regional 
N9rtheast, Mean 116.5 
North Central, Mean 105.4 
West~ Mean100.? 
South9 Mean 94.9 
b. Four year colleges - regional 
Northeast, Mean 112 • .5 
North Central, Mean 105.0 
West, Mean 103~2 
South, Mean 92.0 
c. Level 
Granting doctorates, Mean 112.7 
Granting masters, Mean 106.3 
Granting bachelors, Mean 101.6 
Two year colleges, Mean 9308 
d. Forms or control 
Private, Mean 113.2 
Roman Catholic, Mean lll.7 
Protestant, Mean 102.6 
Public, Mean 100.9 (68, P• 235). 
Darley found similar diversity in a study of differences among_ 
entering student populations of Minnesota institutions. (21). 
7 
The range of academic aptitude also varies greatly from campus to 
campus. Over 85 ~ of the schools studied in the. Cent,ar for the 
Study of Higher F,ducation project had freshman groups whose distribution 
of ACE scores extended beyond three standard deviations of the distri-
bution of ill freshmen in the total sample. Schools were also found 
that showed a high degree of homogeneity on this variable. (68, P• 234).-
Mean academic aptitude bas been found .to differ from one academic 
,. 
major group to another; in fact, research findings tend to place them in 
a hierarchy with the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics at 
the top; followed by literature and the social sciences; and with the aP-
plied fields, agriculture, business, home economics, and education at the 
bottom. (68, Po 564)0 
Several reports have been published with.in the last five years giving 
evidence of diversity among entering student populations on some "non-
intellective" oharaeteristioso Some variables that have appeared as 
differences are& sooio<:>economic background, indepemenee, originality, 
intellectual orientation and other values. McConnell and Heist summarize 
a number of studies that demonstrate diversity in this area. (68, PP• 236-
248). 
Very little evidence of diversity within Oklahoma State University 
was found; howeverp this was due to absence of research rather than evi-
dence of homogeneity. Unpublished data suggests that some differences 
exist among the mean American College Testing Program (ACT) scores of 
8 
freshmen entering the various colleges and -major fields of study. Re-
ports of research designed to test the significance of th~se differences 
were not found. No data were found concerning "nonintellective" differ-
emes among Oklahoma State University subgroups. 
Assumption 1::!t The three formal men•s housing groups at Oklahoma State 
University (dormitory, fraternity, and off-campus housing) represent im-
portant, relatively permanent, student subcultures. Each of these sub-
cultures offers different material and no:nmaterial cultural aspects to 
the student selecting a living environment. 
1. Review of Literature Reporting No:nmaterial Differences Among 
Living Groups: 
One of the most thorough investigations reported was an 
ex post facto study by E.T. Walker at the University of 
Chicago in 1934. Walker compared students who matriculated 
at Chicago during the period of 1926 through 19JO and lived in 
various types of housing. He ccmpared dormitory, fraternity, 
home, and rooming house groups on measures of university 
success and on certain initial characteristics. He found 
significant differences ( ij(.05) in favor of residence halls 
on his measures of university success. This group attended 
t he l argest number of quarters, completed the largest number 
of majors per quarter, ma.de the highest average gr ades, had 
t he smallest number of dismissals or withdrawals for poor 
work, graduated the greatest number, and sent t he greatest 
number on to graduate wor k. The home group ranked in an inter-
mediate position on success, and rooming houses and fraternity 
houses ranked low. (81). 
Walker0 s analysis of the init ial charact eristics of his 
groups found differences that te~ed to favor dormitory' and 
9 
fraternity groups. On measures of socio-economic background 
(occupation of the father and parents• education level) dormi-
tories ranked highest with fraternity houses falling second. 
Rooming houses ranked significantly lower. The rooming hou~e ./ 
group was significantly older than the other groups. No im-
portant dif'feremes were found among the groups on high school 
grades, psychological examination scores, or personality 
schedule scores. Significant differences were found on high 
school personality ratings that favored dormitol?' and fraterrli-
ty groups over the others~ (81). 
Walker analyzed data on the 1931 freshman class separately 
f:rGm previous classes because they were the first class · under 
the "New Plan• at Chicago. A disproportionate number of oft-
campus men in this group graduated f'rom very small high schools. 
An attempt was made to correct tor differences in initial 
characteristics, and success criteria were analyzed in light 
of' these correctionso Results suggested the following bier-
archy of' housing in .terms of' desirability: 
a. dormitory 
,b. home 
c. ~raternity and rooming houses. 
Ludeman concluded from his comparison of students living 
in dormitories with those living outside that dormitory living 
contributed more to scholarship at the University of South 
Dakota. (.54). Peterson added further support to this eon-
clusion in a study conducted at the College of Agriculture, 
Davis, California. (64). He matched students in different 
type.s of housing on several control variables: sex, major 
field, amount of educational background, scholastic aptitude, 
10 
and .semester in which enrolled. He used grade point average as 
his dependent variable and concluded that housing at Davis could 
be ranked in a--~archy of desirability: 
a. donnitories 
b. cooperative houses 
c. rooming houses 
d. home 
e. fraternity houses 
Van ilstine, Douglas, and Johnson did a similar study at 
the University of Minn~sota but reported different findings. 
They matched students on high school grades, sex, age, and 
fraternity membership, and studied differences in grade point 
averages of students residing in private residences, at home, 
in doripiitories, and in fraternity houses. Students were studied 
by colleges, and type of residence was found to be unrelated to 
academic performance in five of the six colleges in the study. 
Significant differences were found among housing gro~ps of 
freshmen and sopho~res enrolled in the College of Pharmacy. In 
this college, freshmen living in private residence& did signifi-
cantly better than donnitory residents. Sophomores in private 
residences exceeded their counterparts in fraternity, donnitory, 
and home housing. (80). 
Fay and Middleton did not find much difference between fra-
ternity and independent groups at DePauw University. They con-
cluded that the total ~roup was homogeneous on religious affilia- -
tion, father's occupation, and other background data. Independents 
tended to be more liberal in their attitude toward communism. (22). 
Lepley used the Personal Audit to study personality 
characteristics of fraternity and non-fraternity populations at 
Pennsylvania State College. He reported much similarity between 
the men in his groups. There was some suggestion that non-
fraternity men were more suggestible and more tolerant of other 
persons. (52). 
11 
In a m0re recent study of housing. groups,. Drasgow found 
differenee.s ._ .. betwe.en. damito.ey- and .home groups on certain 
soeio .. eeonomie __ factors and .on two measures. of academic apti-
~ . 
tu.de. . He concluded .. that. his re'sidenoe. hall .. group. had higher 
socio ... eoonomio status and.rankedhigheron father 0 ~ education 
level.. The .. home group. scored. higher_ on the ACE test and the 
Cooperative English. Test. -He failed to fincL significance 
differences on other variables: I.Q. 11 high school grade point 
averag~., age, size of family, sibling .. placement, number of 
clubs and activities, and offices. held. (14)., 
A survey conducted at. the University of Michigan. in No ... 
vember ofl961 identified some-important differen~es between 
i'raternity and.non ... fraternity men at.that.university. (26). 
Fraternity men's. pare.nts had a higher edueational level. A 
significantly larger number of fraternity men's parents at-
tended college, and the greatest difference was found in the 
comparison of mothers' education levelso (26, p. 6)~ A re-
lationship was found between fraternity af.fj 1 :i ation or nonaff'ilia-
ation of parents who attended college and the affiliation qr 
nonaffiliation of their sonso More similarity than difference 
existed aI11dng th~ oeoupaticms of fathers of fraternity men and 
indep~ndents. However, a somewhat higher proportion of fra-
ternity fathers worked in business establishments and a higher 
" ·, I, 
proportion of the fathers of independents were blue collar 
workers. 
Fraternity men at Michigan.were more oriented toward 
busines.s occmpations. than. ind~endents. They. indicated this 
in their.report of chosen occupation and in choice of field 
of studyo A higher percentage of non-fraternity men were 
12 
oriented toward engineering, physical or natural sciences. 
(26, p. 10). 
Although men who join fraternities at Michigan reported 
high school grade averages at least as high as those of inde-
pendents, they received.lower grade.point averages at the Uni-
versity. Fraternity men were much more likely to participate 
in athletics and other nonacademic activities. They reported 
maey more "dates~' than independent$. (26, P• lj). 
The investigator was unable to find reports of previous 
research of this type at C>klahoma State University. 
2. Some Material and Nomaterlal Differences among Dormitory, 
Fraternity, a:nd Off.campus Housin¢ at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity: 
a. Some Aspects of Fraternity Housing: 
There are twenty:~two fraternity houses at Oklahoma State 
University, all o:£ which are located within two blocks of the 
south edge of the campus. The type of architectural design of 
the houses is diverse, but they all include sleeping, dining, 
and living areas, guest facilities, house mother~squ.arters, 
and private parking areas.. The members· consider themselves 
family type liv.ing groups, and all but one of.the houses is 
owned by the grou.p. The living capacity of the houses ranges 
from sixteen to eighty men, but occupancy for 1962-63 ranges 
from eight to seventy-four. Only three houses are filled to 
capacity, but :few fall far below capacity. 
Each. house ha..s a "house mother" who lives in .the house. 
' ,· 
Prospective house mothers are screened by the men of the house, 
al'ld their selections must meet with the approval of the alumni 
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of that house and the Dean of Fraternity Affairs._ Each house 
has a facw.ty adviser who.visits the house frequently. 
ilthough.veey·def'inite"noms.and expectations.for be-
havior exist, a mimnmm. ot written NJ.es is provided by the 
Dean of ·Fraternity Ati"airs. Men are expected. to, "Aot .. like 
fraternity men." Most infractions of this general ?'111e are 
brought before the Intertraternity Council Judicial Committee. 
'fheDean of' h'aternity Affairs h.netions primarily in the areas 
ot personal counseling, advisement, and supervision. 
Special assistame is available to the younger m-.ber 
through a tutoring program and a type of big 'brother relation..;. 
ship. 
b. Sae Aspects of Otf ... Campus Housing: 
The 1960 Housing Census for Oklahoma indieateci that there 
were 7,194 housing lUlits in Stillwater, and that the occupancy 
N.t$ et these units is high in comparison to that found in 
some simila:t" cities in Oklahoma. The presence of Oklahoma 
State U:rrl.versity9 which has experienced a rapid increase in 
nllJllbers of' studentsp bas created a great d91'J.8.lld for housing. 
Ma:n;v of the 2,276 units ola~sitied as either deteriorating or 
dilapidated have a high oecupa.DCy' rate due to the law of supply 
ud demand. (51) o Maey of these un1t·s are oo@upie_d by students 
ot Oklahoma State Universityo 
steps are being taken to remedy this situation, nt it 
has been dittioul:t to keep pace with the expanding student 
population •. Both.the University and some private investors are 
bu.il.~ new housing to aeoomm.odate single undergraduate men, 
but at th, present timet the?"$ are net enough "standard.'' units 
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to accommodate all studentso 
There are approximately five hundred separate houses con-
taining a total ~r around 1500 living units that serve as 
housing for the 2500 undergraduate single men living off-campus. 
These are primarily single rooms, double rooms, and apartments., 
A few boarding houses a.re available. The range of quality is 
tremendous, and rental c@stsva:ryaooordingly. Many men report 
that they can live more economi@a:l.ly off-campus and give this 
as their reason tor selecting this type of housing. 
The University provides one staff person assigned on a 
half-time basis to work with this group. Much of this indi-
vidual@s time is spent advising students seeking off-campus 
housing about tenan.t.,,landlord :relationships and housing se-
lection procedures, mediating student~householder problems, and 
in personal counseling with students seeking assistanceo A 
newsletter~ published periodically and mailed to all registered 
residences, is presently used as the primary means of communi-
The absence of organization is the prevailing aspect of 
this housing group. Efforts to organize the group along the 
same lines as other groups have met with repeated failure. 
c. Some Aspects of Dormitory Housing: 
There are four men°s dormitories at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity and they vary in size, age, and design. The desirable ca= 
pa.city listed for these dormitories ranges from 236 to 559, and 
tha actual occupany for the Spring Semester ranges from 234 in 
the smallest and newest building to 4·78 in the medium sized 
one~ The two larger dormitories show the highest percentage of 
vacancies. 
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Each dormitory. has. a stat£ .•. consisting of a re.sident..~g .... 
el"and.a number of.student assistantso Their responsi1¢Uities 
involve .giving.. guidance ... t@ the variaus_ student. £unctions. with-
in the hall and maintaining social oontrolo Each dormitory 
gnup plans and_ eondttats .. a sooial.~recreational .. program in-
eluding .. intram.u.ral. a:thletioa,.__(!)pen h@us.es, banquets, dances 9 . 
and. participation. in. all.....campu eventso . Dilli.ng .. areas.,. loung~s, 
and study'.rooms are available. in_eaoh do~tory, and tutoring 
is available in certain academic are&so 
Each dom.itory group has a Residence Ball. Couneil.eonsisting 
of a president, secretary, treasurer, social chairman, and repre-
sentatives to the Men's Residence Hills Association. The Men's 
Residence Hall Association is an i'nter.,.hall council •. These 
councils funotion in the area of' student government for domi-
tory men. One staff'. member in the Division of Student Affairs 
,:::, 
devotes his time to working.with these.grpups and in the 
eounseling program tor.residence hallso 
Aseumption y_1 A stu,dent 11 s selection of housing is a function of the 
interaction of internal and external. faetors operating at the time of se-
lectiono 
The facts of selectivity have to be analyzed in terms of 
·external. and internal factors Bl).d the interplay of these two 
sets of faetorso ('71, Po 90)., 
Sherif and Sherit0s eleven "principles to be applied" serve as 
further foundation for this assumption: ('71, PPo 77 ... 83)0 
lo Experience and. behavior oons.titu.te a. md.ty. 
2o Behavior follows eentr~ psyeho1ogioal strueturingo 
3. Psyoho:Logical. .stru.cturing_ is_ joint.ly:. detemined by, ~ernal. 
and internal:taetors., 
4. Internal.factors (motives9 attitudes,.ands.o.on)and.experienee 
are inferred from behavioro 
s .. The psyehol.ogiea1 tendency is t(l)Ward structuring of Jtxperience. 
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60 Structured stima1us. situations set limits_ to aiternatives. in , · 
psychological stru.oturingo. · · 
7. In unstru.etured. stimulus .situations,. alternatives in ps;y-. 
chologicaJ. strnotur.ingare.inereased .. 
B. The more unstra.cture.d the stimulus .situation, the greater the 
relative oontribu.tion of internal.. factors_ in.. the. frame or 
referenoeo 
9. The more unstl"'U.otured the stimulus situation, the greater the 
relative contribution of external social factors in the frame 
of referenoeo 
10. Variou.s .. tao.tors in. the. frame. of. reference have dit.fering rela-
tive weights. · 
11. Psychological activity is selective. 
Internal. factors include his system .. or wants .. or ne.eds •... These may iii\. 
elude such basic needs as htll'lg.er,. thirst, or shelter. They may also in-
clude socially derived. needs ... for recognition, independenee, social inter-
action, and so on. (71, P• 91). 
Past experiences as a member of Ids.social class, a partieul.ar type 
or size of community, school.,. or family: have developed, within.. h:im_ .. pr.e .. 
dispositions to seleot certain. stimul.us- situations .. in preference ·to others. 
In learning. ways to satisfy. Ids. ne.eds. he. has developed .. "canaliza.ti.ons". 
(61, P• 36). While in the Universit;y.culture,.as in other situations, he 
is psychologically seleetive of external stillmli. that have po.sitive. valence 
tor him.; ioeo, they have been pleasantly associated with need satis£'action 
in Ids past experienceo 
We tend to single out objects and persons in <t>ur environment 
that we love or hate, depend upon or fear, esteem or despise, 
almost in no timeo We are otuned0 to pick out items which in ... 
volve us in positive. or negative wayso (71, Po 95). 
Experiences .during. the studant8.s. f'irs.t few months in the University-
have contributed to theseinternalfactors., Old_canaJ.izations. have been 
· tried in the new enviro.maent with .. var;ving, .. _degr.ee.s ... of . .auc.c.es.s.. . The. 
student may have .fotWld .himself. facing. a choic.e. ot adopting new behaviors 
or. le.a.a.ting ... a .. su.bgr.cm.p .. tb.at. ... wcml.d .. accept.. his .. .ast.ablishe.d .. canalizations •. 
He. has.. .dev.elo.p.ed. .. s.ome .. fe.el.ings .. about .. how. weJ.l. __ he "£its~ in.to .. dif':f erent. 
parts of' the University and what these different subsystems otter him. 
I 
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Having. an accepting. pe.er _group .. is .. generally very important durillg. this,· 
stage of devel.oJiUent and .. status in a. peer .group .is a prime need. 
Sherii'andSh~rifstatethatg 
Some .of. man11 s .. mo1>.t painfru. and .. dis.tressing. fe.elings .. are 
caused by 1as.s of stable ancho_rag.es. in. his .ph;1sioal. and. 
social bearingso When he .is u:nab1e. to find .. or establish 
landmarks in his orientation. in. space.,. he £1.ou.nde.rs about 
to find some seau.re anchorag.es.. (71, 14 .. 106) oe>e>"" They make 
desperate efforts to.e.stablish.theiror:ientat:lon,.tofind 
something secure.to whioh.the;v can relate themselves and 
events both in a physical .sense and:in the realm of social 
and. ideo1ogi~d ties. (71,- p., l..08). 
Some physieal features o.fthe.dif'f'erent types of housing that may 
influence a student 11 s selection werit"e discussed in section 2 of Assumption 
I-A. Other external .raotors may inelude such things as board and room 
expenses, location of part-time amployment, availability of desired 
housing, and parental influences., 
Assumption III: The primary" aim of student personnel programs is edu-
cation .. These programs should provide activities which will supplement 
classroom programs and offer students the opportunity to develop them .. 
selves personally, socially, and intelleetuallyo (7'.3, Po 59)o 
The 1930 Committee on the Survey of Land Grant Colleges and Uni-
varsities expressed this point of rlewz 
During the period of c®llegs and university lii"e, the student 
mu.st develop attitudes, interests, and &Qilities which will 
enable him. t0 reenter the eomm.u.rdty from whiGh he came in very 
different capabilities from those which he occupied when he 
first went to college" It is a function of the university to 
assist the student in making these changes of attitudes, inter-
ests, and abilitieso This is done in part only by the academic 
and eurriou.4r activities provided by the institutiono Of 
equal or even greater importance in the process are the material 
conditions of living, the so~ial atmosphere, .and the opportuni-
ties for sel..'( ... expression provided by the instit1,1tion during the 
period of college life.. The .institution .. that assumes no re-
sponsibility whatsoever outside the academic program, but throws 
the immature 10ung.,,,m.an or w:oma.n .. entirely up(l)n. his or her own 
resources, is.failing to :funcition in the fullest sense as an 
edu.cational agency .. (47, Po 40)') .. 
It is readily evident that the "holistic" approach to education is 
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not new and that.this point of view is not unique to the field of stude~i:. 
personnelo However; evidence indicating that we are accomplishing these 
lofty ends is difficult to find.., 
Assumption· IIL .. A: The point of focus in student personnel programs 
should be the student and his needs and goalso Curriculum development 
should be in terms of these student needs and purposes., Pretesting is 
helpful in this planning and pNvides a.reference point for evaluation 
at the end of theleamingperiod., 
This statement is not intended to imply that the student"s extra-
·. classroom eu.rrieul.um should be built entirely around. his "felt" needs; 
but it does imply that individual dif'ferenees should be reeogr.d.zeq and 
provisions made for themo Buildings and ~sonnel programs shouJ.d be de-
signed to allow expression of individu.ality and to promote progress in 
the student0 s developmental taskso Residence programs should complement 
academic programs on campu.s, and housing planners should strive to organ ... 
izetheir part of the University community so that student peer groups 
will be encouraged to define themselves as students., Development of peer 
group norms that would give learning a prominent place in the students' 
hierarchy of values would be a major contribution to the intelleetual 
colllll11.tni ty o 
Assu:m.ption,lY,& Personality development o@cu.rs in progressive stages, and 
each stage manifests functions that.are peculiar to it., Murphy states 
that these stages overlap one another and regression is possible as well 
as progression from one stage to another.., He sees man moving from the 
global, through.the differentiated, to the integrated stageo (6l)o 
Erikson lists eight stages in man°s personality developmentz 
lo Oral Sensoey 
2., Muscular Anal 
3o Locomotive Genital 
4. Latency 
.So Puberty and. .. Adol.eacenee 
6. Young. adul.thood 
7o Adultheod 
a. Maturity 
In each of these stages,.the inner laws et development.create 
a succession.of.potentialities £Gr significant interaotien 
with those who tend him., While. such interaction varies from 
au.lture to cul.tu.re, it must remain.the prop.er. rate and the 
proper sequence.which govern.the growth of a personality as 
well as that ot an GrganisillouPersonality can be said to de-
velop according to steps predetermined in the hum.an organism'!: 
readiness to be driven forward, to;be a part 0£, and to inter-
act with a widel'ling social radius• beginning with the aim image 
of a mther and ending with mankind• or at any, rate that segment 
of mankind which 11 counts 11 in the partioula.r individual's lif'e. 
(19, Po 18'7). · . 
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Assumpti.on IV-A: The college years represent a stage of personality de-
velopment with its own set of developmental taskso .. Havighurst considers 
"achieving of ide111tity" -the charaoteri.stic pnblem of the college ye.a.rs • 
. He S11gge11ts that six developmental tasks must be mastered \1,n order to 
' . 
achieve identity as an aal.t. (41). Jhey are: 
lo Leaming a masculine er feminine social releo 
2. Accepting one's bod;v. 
'..h Achieving emo'.tional independence or parents. 
4o Achieving new ud mere mature relation, with age mates of 
both sexes. 
5o Selecting and preparing for an occupation. 
60 Achieving a scale of values and an ethical system to live by. 
Robe:t:>t White distinguishes four maj@r growth trends that are similar 
to those tasks listed by Havigh.urst:. 
lo the stabiliging of .eg,o identity.., 
2o the deepemng O:f'interestso 
3o the freeing ot personal relationshipso 
4o the humanizing et values.., 
Sanford adds a firth growth trend to White 11 slist,.i.,eo, general de-
velopnent. and. strengthening __ of the egc_... He .. contends_ that .. late. adolescence, 
roughly. _from ages seventeen to twenty-two,,. is .. a;, perif!>d..ef: eentinued psy. 
chosocial development. He further states that psychologist/if have given 
veey little attention to the developne:nt changes ecellH'ing dm.ng this 
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period because it has been too generally assumed that personality is well 
formed a.bout the age of seventeen., (67)., 
Assumption y: Dormitories, :fraternities, and o:ff-oamptts housing units 
are environments in which many of the students 0 developnental tasks are 
pursued. Important peer group relationships develop from the interactions 
within living groups. B9ha.vioral norlis and expectations develop that a~-
fect how students interact with other parts of the University. (63) (68, 
pp. 469-487)., These groups define what a student should be like and 
should not be like. How one dresses, when, where, and how much one 
studies, and how one should view the academic are all dictates of these 
primary groups. Deviation is often painful. 
The basic and guiding assumption of this study is . that students with 
different systems of internal :factors will have selected different housing 
subcultures because of psychological selectivity,; Because of different 
systems of wants, -tlte~rceived different environments as satisi'yingy 
Definition .2! Terms ,!S!! Concepts 
Certain important terms, and concepts used in this dissertation are 
defined bel.owo Those of a more general nature are segregated from those 
listed as variables., 
Some General Terms and Concepts& 
(1) Curriculum. ... is defined here as the expt'll'iences of a student 
that result from events planned for him by the University., 
(2) Group - refers to a social unit which consists of a number of 
individual.s who stand.in (more or less) definite role relation-
ships to one another and which possesses a set of norms and 
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expectations of its own regulating the behavior of individual 
members, at least in matters of CGnsequence to the group. (71). , .. 
(3) Soeial.Organization .... isdefined.here.as adelib.erate1y es-
tablished s0eial system - a stru.eture of soeial position and 
roles. 
(4) Stu.dent ... refers to a single, undergraduate man enrolled in 
twelve or more semester hours credit at Oklah()Jl18. s,ate Uni-
versityo 
(5) Univel:'sit:y - refers to the Stillwater Campus of Oklahoma.State 
University. No attem:pt was made to study any of the various 
branch cam:puses or stationso 
(6) Spring Semester Housing Groups -refers ·to the formal, fresh-
man, men11 s housing. groups (dormitory, fraternity, and o.ff. 
cam.pas) as they existed after the mid-year migrationo 
a. Migraton; subgroups .. refers to the freshman. men who 
elected at mid-year to move from dormitory housing to 
~,ither fraternity or off...oampus housing. 
bo Nonmigrator, subg~ps ... refers to the freshman men who 
elected at mid .. year to remain in the type of housing that 
they selected in the fallo 
Definition of Terms as Variables: 
(7) Domitoy:.Housi:ng• ... includes all.. on-campus housing for single 
men students o 
(8) Fraternity Housing - inoludes the twenty-two men's soeial fra-
ternities represented by .. the Interfraternity Council at 
Oklahoma State University o 
(9) .QU. ... Campus Housing - :includes thos~ apartments and rooming 
houses in the city ~f Stillwater ranted to single undergraduate 
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men enrolled in Oklahoma State Universityi 
(10) Interpersonal Values -.... refers to what the individual considers 
to be important in his relationship to other people and their 
relationship to him& These are one segment of his system of 
wants or needso (30)., 
(ll) §.~~& Habits .. refer to. study methods, motivation for studying 
and certain attitudes toward scholastic activities considered 
impor-tant in the classroom.. (7),, 
(12) Temperament Traits ... refer to indices of what the individual 
typically does, o.r typical patterns of behavior. 
(1)) First Semester Grand Point Average~ refers to the official 
grade point average earned by the student during his first 
semester in oollegeo 
(14) ~ ;g! High School ~ which_ graduated ... will be determined 
by the number of teachers employed by the high school when the 
student graduated. 
(15) Family Income~ refers to the student0 s report of his family's 
1962 income,,. 
·(16) Fatheros_ Eduoational. Level .... refers to the student0 s report of 
·the educational level completed by his father. 
(17) H!th.er9..s Bdu.eatiePIJ. Level ... refers to the student~s report of 
the edueational level completed by his mother, 
statement !t Hypotheses Concerning Spring S•eater 
Houing Groups 
'l'he following. geneal:·byP9~hes-es,,we-re.rte$.~(ic'1n:~~~;,$o;:,,9l~o~O~r).:C' 
differences among the sampl.es drawn from the Spring Semester housing 
groups in this survey<> 
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(l) There w.il1 be significant differences between the interperson-
al values, as measures by the §..urvey !!, Interpersonal Values, 
of subjects living in dormitcn7, fraternity, and off ... cam.pus 
housing., 
(2) The~e will be sign:ifieant difference between the temperament 
traits as measured by ~.Guilford ... Zimmeman Tem.pera.m.e~t Surve;t9 
of subjects living in dorinitory9 fraternity, and off ... eampus 
housing .. 
(3) There will be significant differences between the study habits 
and attitudes, as raeasured by the S-q,rv~ of ,Stud.y:. Ha.bi ts !!.<! 
Attitu.des 9 of subjects living in domitory9 fraternity, and 
offQoam.pus housingo 
(4) There will be significant differences between the first semester 
.. 
grade point averages of subjects living in dormitor--39 fraternity, 
and off-campus housingc 
(5) There w-lll be a significant difference between the Composite 
ACT Scores of subjects living in dormitocy9 fraternity, and 
off-campus housing~ 
(6) Subjects li·v'i:ng in "off'=cam.pus ho1-1si:ng will. differ signit:teantly 
able 9 size of high school frbl.'ll whieh graduated., 
(7) S-a..bjects living in off ... campu.s housing w.Ul diffe!' significantly 
able 9 family income for 19620 
(8) Subjects living in off-campus housing ,vill differ significantly 
from their fraternity and dormitory eou.nter-pa.rts on the va.:ri-
able, fathervs education levelo 
(9) Subjects living in ot'f...campu.s housing will differ significantly 
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from their fraternity and dormitory counterparts on the vari-
able, mother•~ education level,. 
Qu.estions Concerning Migrato;rzy: ~ Nonmigrator;y; Subgroups 
The researoher felt that additional analyses should be made itl an 
effort to gain some insight into differences among freshman subgroups 
who migrated from the dormitories at mid ... year and freshman subgroups who 
elected not to migrate from the type of housing that they selected in the 
£all. The following questions were posed, and data was analyzed in an 
effort to answer them. 
(1) Did the nonmigratory subgroups in dormitory, i'raternity, and 
off-campus housing di:fi'er significantly on any of the psya 
ehosooial. factors studied? 
(2) Did the migratory subgroups differ significantly from either 
the :nonmigratory subgroups that they left or the nor,nigrato:cy-
subgroups that they joined on any of the psychosocial factors 
studied? 
('.3) Did the migratory subgroups differ significantly on any of the 
psyehosoeial f'aetors studied? 
The following psychosocial. faetors were studied in the ana..1yses con-
cerning quest:i,o:ns 1, 2, and 3. 
a. Interpersonal values as measured by the Survey .2!. Ipterperson@J;_ 
Values. 
b. Temperament traits as measured by~ Guilford ... Zimmerman Tempera ... 
~Survey. 
o. Stuey habits and attitudes as measured by the Surv~ ,2!', Study 
Habits ~Attitudes. 
d. Aeademie a.ohievement as measured by the Fall semester grade 
point average. 
e. Academic Aptitude as measured by the Composite ACT Score. 
t. Socio-eoonomio background. as measured.. by. family. income tor 
1962,.parents• educational levels, and size of high school 
£rol'l1 which graduated. 
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CHAPTER III 
~ MErHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The des.oription of the subjects, the instruments., and the statis-
. . .... 
tical procedure· used in testing the bypottieses liste.d in Chapter II are 
included in this ehapte':!'• 
Sub.jects: Popu;lation ~ SampJ.e 
The popula.ti(!)nbeing.studied consists of all.singl.e..male h"esbmen 
enrolle5l -.t OklahOJU..State. .. University. as.regw.aru.ndergraduate.students 
· 'during the.- Spring semester of 1963 with. the following exceptions: 
a., stu.dents living at home in Stillwater or comm.u.ting. 
b. students attending Oklahoma state University for the first 
o. foreign students. 
The population9onsisted of l,:371 men that were subdivided into 
hot1sing groups in the following manner: 
" ·a. Dom.itory - 60.5 
b. Fraternity - 322 
e. Off-campus - 444 
At the beginning. of the Spring .. semester a Ust of all m~n in this 
population was compiled.by domito.ry, fraternity,. and off.campus housing 
g~ups. A random sampl.e. of fitty subjects from each· ot these three groups 
was desired. Since representation from each dorin:5.tory and fraternity 
house was desirable and the numbers of qualified men. varied Junong · the 
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2? 
various units, the men were listed by" housing units and a r.epresentative 
percentage. was sampled. from eaeh unit.- The. sampling .. procedure. followed 
was to muuber the men· in each. alphabetized. list. arui then select the de-
sired mnnber of. subjects through:the.use.of a table of.random ntllllbers. 
Fifty men tNm. each.major group (dormiter,r, i"rater-.aity, oft ... campus) were 
selected in this ma:n:ner. 
Testing periods were established that seemed to conflict least with 
other events on campus, and letters were written to the subjects so-
liQiti:ng their cooperation in the project. (See Appendix A). Thirty. 
eight fraternity men, twent~-six dormitor,y men, and twelve off ... oampu.s 
men reported to their initial testing periods. Letters and telephone 
calls were used to arrange subsequent periods for subjects to -complete 
the inventories. Responses were collected from :fifty fraternity men, 
forty-eight domitoey- men, and :f<>rty-eight off-campus men.- In order to 
equalize the groµps, tWG fraternity subjeots·were dropped. These two men 
were selected randomly through the use of the table of random n~bers. 
The ACT scores used were taken from University records and had been 
obtained prior t& the students• admission to the University. 
Instrpents ~ ~ ~ Study 
The instruments used in this study consisted of three standardized 
inventories, an. academic aptitude test, and a short questionnaireo Ea~h 
0£ these instruments is discussed briefly in the foll.owing paragraphs. 
Two assumptio.ns ... ware.made .. in. the. adndnjstration. 0£. the inventories and 
the questionnaire. First, it was assmn.ed. that the subjeots 0 answers were 
givenfranklyand.honestl.y .. Secondly', it was.assumed.that the subjects 
possessedenou.gh.sel.£-understandi:ng to give valid responses to the 
questions presented. 
The instruments attempt to measure two kinds of characteristics: 
a~ traits or measures of what one typically does~ 
bo values or what one considers important. 
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I. ~ Quilfo;:g-~.!.!1erman 1'emperamen:t Survey. (50 minutes~--·nontimed) 
This survey is intended for use with subjects in grades 9-16 and adults. 
It yj.el;~s ten trait scores: General Activity, Restraint, Ascendance, 
Sociability, Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Thought-
fulness, Personal Relations, and Masculinity,, The survey contains 
thirty items for each of these traits that are responded to with either 
yes, ?, or noc Responses are weighed O or 1. The traits were arrived 
at by factcr analysis by Guilford and associates and are reported to 
have reasonably low interoorrelations. (34, p$ ?)o The reliability of 
each trait is reported to be around ... 800 The standard error of measure-
ment ranges from a low 2o2 on three scales to a high of 206 on the Ob-
jectivity scale. (;4, p. 6)0 
II. Survei 21 Study~~ and, Attitudes., (2.5-35 minutes---nontimed) 
This instrument is designed to identify high school and college students 
whose study habits and attitudes are different from those of students who 
do well in academic worko Results are useful in understanding and 
counseling these students~ (7, p., 3)., 
Reliability coefficients are reported'.,j,o be' about ,i,90 for college 
men., (?, p. 5)9 
Validation studies have been conducted in a number of collegesHn 
the United States, and almost all of the subjects have been freshmen .. 
These studies invo;tved 1,756 men and 1,118 women in ten different colleges, 
and all but 162 men and.119 women were freshmen. 
m .. survey.£!, Interpersonal. Values~ (15 minutes---nontimed) 
This survey is designed to measure certain values involving the subject's 
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relationships to other pao.p1e. ancl. their.relationships w him.. (30, P• 3). 
The scales. are. interpreted~-- terms of the items contained 
in them as detemined by .taotor analytic methods. The scales 
are defined by what high .. see>ring indivichtal.s value. . There. 
are no separate descriptions for lew scoring individuals. 
Low scoring individuals simply do nGt value what is defined 
by tltat partic'lllar so.ale.. (3tl, p •.. 3). 
The inventory utilized a foreed.,.ehoiee format consisting of thirty 
triads.. Three 0£. the six value . dimensiel>ns. are repres.ented in each triad. 
Reliability coef'f'icients £or eeUege. students range between • 78 and ~89 
on test-retest studies (N::79, interval =10 days) and between .7l and ,.86 
on Kuder-Riehards0n estimates. (30, P• .5). 
·validity is supported by a wide variety of studies. Congruent va-
lidity is evidenced by reasonable correlations with . .Th!Allport-Verno:n.-
Lindsg. Study ,g! Val.Bes -~ th,~ Edwards Personal .. Preference Schedule. 
Concurrent validity has been established in various industria1.and 
school settings. The desirability of local research designed to develop 
local no:ms is emphasized by the authors and critics of the inventory. 
(:30). 
IV. ~ .American CGllege Testing.Program. (ACT) The purpose of this 
test is to supply measures of eduaational development and of college po-
tentiai that may be used in oollege admission priooedures, granting 
soho;arsbips and other awards, pre ... oollege eounseling, and on-campus edu-
cational guidance. The battery consists of foUJ.4 subtests: (69),. 
ao English- (80 items, 50 minutes) This subtest is designed to 
measure the student11 s.understanding and.use er the basic 
.. , 
Eilements incorrect and effective writing!. punctuation, capi-
talization,'. usage, . di.otic:>n, . phraseology, style, . and. organization. 
b. Mathematics ~ (40 items, SO minutes). This. subtest is designed 
to measure' the :5t.udent's ..general. mathematical reasoning abilityo 
Co Soeial Studies ... (52 items, 40 minutes) This subtest is designed to 
measure the student's. ability. to handl'a.the.,types of evaluative 
reasoning.and problem ... solving skills required in the social 
studies. 
d. .Natural .. Sciences ... (52 items., )t,Q. minutes) This. subtest is de-
signed to. measure the student• s .. ability to handl.e cri tieal 
reasoning..and. pr.obl.em .. sol.ving ... skills .. required in. natural. scienee. 
A composite s.oore is derived by averaging the student's perfomanoe 
en 'the fC!>ur su.btests •. 
Reliability was figured .. by the Spaa.m.an-Bl'own. odds-eventeohnique. 
The median reliability reported for the subtes:cs was about .85, with a 
median studard error 0£ measurement of abc,ut 2.2 sta~d scC!>re points. 
The composite score reliabilities were reported to be about .95, with a 
standard error of measurement of l.l stanc;lard score points. 
Content validity is of prime importance in a test of this type, and 
a considerable amount of attention has been paid to it in the technical 
report. The .fundamental rationale behind the ACT battery is that, "the 
best way to predict success in coll~ge is to measure as directly as 
possible the abil4ties the student will have occasion te empl.oy in bis 
college work." (69, P• 6). 
V. The Questionnaire: A review or related literature revealed that 
differences in soeio-econom.ie background had appeared in studies of this 
type d0ne Gn other campuses. Three qu.estions were designed to gather 
socio-economic data. from the subjects in this stud;y. (See Appendix B). 
The categories used to index the.£oma.l education level .of parents were 
developed by considering.categories used.in other questionnaires and the 
stmcture of the edue.e.tional system in Ok1ahoma. 
CategGries . £or "family income for 196.2" were. developed by eonside~ 
data on Oklahoma. family income in the 1960 census report and national 
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income data. 
Source or Data on Size of High School.: 
-~---~-
The name of each subject's 
high school was readily available .. in. University reao.rds 9 and the Oklahoma 
EduoationaLDireoto;x previded.infonnation about the number o:f teachers 
in Oklahoma high schools. subjects who.graduated.from.schools in other 
states were asked to report the number of teachers in.the high school 
from which they gradu.ated. The possibility of subjects not being able to 
furnish accurate answers to this question was recognized, but the number 
of n~mresident subjects was small and almost all or them reported that 
they had graduated from high schools that ranked easily in the "very 
large" category. 
Four oat~gories 0£ size o:f high school were used: 
a. Small. 1-10 teachers, 
b. Medium. - 11 ... 20 teachers, 
e. Large ... 21-74 teachers, and. 
d. Very large ... 75 or more teachers. 
These categories were set after considerations of data on public 
school districts in Oklahoma. reported by Sweitzer and Hayes in 1961 • 
. (7.5, P• 3). 
Statistical Design ~ ~ Stuc\y; 
The analysis of varianee technique was used to check for differ-
ences among the gr0ups on nineteen of the twenty ... three variables under 
study. These variables.included the ten dimensions on The Guilford-_.....,.aioioi,ii.....,.., 
Zimmerman Temperament Survey, the six s.eales. on the S'Ul."VW ,2t Inter-
personal Va.J.u.es 9 SU1:7ey of Stuq..v Habits-~ Attitudes. ~co.res, first 
semester grade point average, and theCompositeACT score. The point of 
significance used was the .o; level of probability. The data was 
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transferred to IBM cards at the Computing_Center at.Oklahoma.State Uni-
versity, ~d the .. faeilit~s of the Cent$?' were used to test fer differ-
ences among the.groups. 
Chi-Squares. were compttted. on the. four. remaining variables: 
a. Father0 s fotmal. _ edtloation 1evel,. 
b.: Mother0s fom,.al edncation level, 
c. Family income fol:' 1962, and. 
d. Size of high.school. from which graduated. 
The point of significance used was the .05 level. of probability. 
Lilnitations 
Several limitations of the findings of this survey :need to be recog-
·n1zed. 
l. The sample studied is not representative of grci,ups other than 
the.poplll.ation.£rom which it was taken; therefore, generalization 
of -these findings to __ other groups is .. not justified. 
2. The possibility tha.t important differences exist within and 
among the various dormitories, fraternities, and off-campttS 
housing unit_s needs to. be recognizedo Therefore, these findings 
are not suitable for application to individual housing groups 
without further investigationo The subgroup analyses in this 
survey incJ.uded some very small groups1 and their use should be 
limited to the level of suggestion for further study. 
3. The twenty-three variables included in this survey represent at -
best a partial picture of the important characteristics of the 
groups __ surveyedo It is_ hoped_ that. other. variables will be 
s.ttggested far investigation. as the. housing_ groups examine these 
findings in light of their existing educational. ends and means. 
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4. The assumptio.ns made_ in: the administration of the inventories 
,, 
and questiol\lnlire plaoe limitations on the findings. 
OHAPI.'ER IV 
DIVERSITY AMONG THE SPRING SEMESTER HOUSING GROUPS 
Intreduetion 
The primary objective 0£ this researph project has been to demonstrate 
that difi'erenoes do. exist. among .. the £reshman. housing_ groups UJlder study 
and to develop some.insight into the nature o£thesedittereues.· An im-
portant outcome sholl'll.d be inc~ased understanding of.these groups by those 
responsible £or. their nonolassreom ou.rric12J:um.. Fu.rthe:rmore, it is hoped 
that these. nndings .. will. whet. the interests. of pl.armers for additional 
inf'o:rmation of. this type and ... promote reexandnatian of assum.ptio.ns ac,out · 
the direction and amount et student change resulting from affiliation with 
the different housing.groups~ 
In order to demonstrate diversity among the groups, the nine general .. -... 
}zypotheses were tested. This chapter presents the._findings of this treat-
ment of the data and the impl.ications of these findings for the hypotheses. 
for testing purposes, eaeh of.the.general hypotheses was.divided into sub,;. 
hypotheses_ that provided for comparisons among the groups on each of the 
psychosocial factors being considered • . A null hypothesis wa~ used for 
testing, and when the differences were found w be significantly _grea,ter 
than what would be expected. from., chance nuotuations .. in sampling, the mul 
hypothesis was rejected and.the observed.ditterenees were said to be due 
-- to ditferenc~s in the samples and not due to chance. 
3.5 
Findings ~ Disposition 2£ Hypotheses 
Io Diversity .Among Groups on InterpersonalVaJ.ues: 
Hypothesis :t:.states:;that:,there\~.,be;;$i:gnfufi:oarit::.·a~ei,enoeI;,ibe-
tween the interpersonal. values, as measured by the Survey£!· Inter-
personaJ. Values, of subjects in dormitory, fraternity, and off-campus 
housing. This hypothesis was partially affirmed by the statistical ·tests·-- --·---·----~---------
and the findings are presented in Tables I and II. 
TABLE I 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OFF-CAMPUS GROUPS ON INTERPERSONAL VALUE SCALES 
Variable and Source 
of Variance Sums of Squares df Mean Square F 
Support 
Between Groups 136.79 2 68.40 2.60 
Within Groups 396.5.21 141 26 .. 21 
Confonnity 
Between Groups 46.0.5 2 23.03 
Within Groups .5076 .. 94 141 36.00 
Recognition 
Between Groups 197026 2 98 .. 63 4.21* 
Within Groups 3299.06 141 23.40 
Independence 
Between Groups 519.79 2 259.90 5.59** 
Within Groups 6609.15 141 46.87 
Benevolence 
Between Groups 538.76 2 269.38 6.99** 
Within Groups 5434.54 141 38.54 
Leadership 
Between Groups 181..54 2 90.77 
Within Groups 6486.21 141 46.oo 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence~ 
** Significant at the oOl level of confidenceo 
The fraternity group significantly exceeded both donnitory and off-
campus groups in valuing ... being .. looked. up. to and admiredt. being considered 
important, and attracting favorable attention, and the greatest differ-
ence was between it and the off .. eam.pus group.. Although the dormitory 
group exceeded the off-campus group, the difference was very slight and 
not copsidered significant. (Table II). 
The demi toey group valued. inciepend.ence significantly more than 
either of the.other.greups,-: and. the greatest. contrast. was. between them 
and the f'rater~ty group. . The eft ... eampus .. group. val.ued independenee more 
than the .fraternity group, 'but the difference was insignificant. 
TABLE II 
RESULTS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF SPRING SEMESTER 
GROUPS ON VALUES WITH SIGm,ICANT "F" RA.TIOS ON ANA.LYSIS 
Variable and Means 
Groups• 
Recognition 
Domitory_ 
Fraternity 
Off-Campus 
Independence 
Dormitory 
Fraternity prr~campus 
Benevolence 
Dormitory 
Fraternity 
Off-Campus 
ll.71 
13.83 
ll.J.O 
20.25 
15.77 
16.92 
14.38 
12.48 
17.19 
OF VARIANCE TESTS 
Difference SDw between Mean Difference S.E •. Diff. required.f'or 
Sig:ntticanoe 
4.48 
6.8:5 
6.21 
-Means 
Frat>Dorm.=2.12* 1.92 
Frat> O.C.=2. 73** 
Dorm> O.C.• .61 
Dorm) Frat=5.08** 1.37 
Dorm> o.c.=3. 33* 
o.c. >·Frat=l,15 
o.c. > Frat=4.7l** 1 .. 25 
o.c. > Dorm.=2.81* 
Dorm> Frat=l. 90 
D.05=1.92 
D.01=2.54 
D.05=2.71 
D.01=3 • .59 
D.05=2.46 
D.05=3.25 
* Significant at the .05 level of .con:fide:noe. 
** Significant at the .Ol level of eont'ide:noe. 
> Greater than. 
Being benevolent was signifiaantJ.y more important to the o.ff...cam.pus 
gi,,up than it waste either of the other groups, and the greatest differ-
ence was found between.the off-campus and the fraternity groups. The 
dormitory group had an insignificantly larger mean than the fraternity 
group. 
Sigmf'ieant differences were not found among the groups on the 
Support, Conformity, .,and Leadership.seal.es. (Table I). There were, how .. 
ever, some trends in the data that are worth mentioning. Table III 
presents the me~s and standard deviatiens for each of the housing 
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groups and the means and'. standard deviati9ns or the' male · stan.darditation 
sample on the six va1ue soa1es. This Table provides information about 
the direction of trends .. in the data and. information about the amount of 
variablli ty within each _group on eaeh of the. scales. · 
Fraternity men tended.to make .higherseor~s than either of the o1;h.er 
groups on the. ~uppo.rt and Leade.rship scales.. The means. and. standard de-
viations 0£ the dormitory a.ndoff .. campus groups for the Support scale £ell 
very nea.rthose of the standardization sample, but they were oensiderably 
below the.norm group on valuing being.in.charge.of.other people in a 
leadership or power role. The fraternity group fell very near the norm 
on valuing being in a.leadership role. 
There was a tendency for all three groups to value, conformity in 
their interpersonal relationships more than did.the standardization 
sample. The off-campus group considered it most important, and the fra-
ternity and domitoryg?t>upshad.very similar performances with the dormi-
tory group showing more within group variance .. 
Table III also provides additional information about the groups' 
performances on the Recognition, Independence, and Benevolence scales. 
The off-eampus group not only scored very low on Recognition, but it was 
more homogeneous.than the.other.groups on this value syndrome., This group 
' 
was also relatively homageneouson Benevolence, the scale on which it 
significantly exe.eeded the other groups.. The fraternity group showed 
little variability on the Independence .. scale,. and the group mean not only 
fell below the.means of tlae other housing groups but was well below the 
norm. 
II. DiversityAmongGroups on Temperament-Traits: 
Hypothesis2.states that there will.be signii"i~ant,dif'ferenees be-
tween the temperament traits, as measured by: The Guilford-Zimmerman 
. - ----__ ...... __
.TABLE.llI 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SPRING S»msTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY 
.AND .. OFF.CAMPUS .. GROUPS.ON. INTERPERSONAL V.ALUE SCALF.S . 
Support Conformity. Recognitio.n Indepenae:nee Benevolence 
Groul?.____ ~-~~ Mean . . . SD Mean. SD Mean. sp . ..... Me.aA SD. -.,Mean . SD 
Donnitory 14.56 5.65 .14 .. 90 6.60 11.n 4.87 20.25 7.16 14.38 5.93 
Fraternity 16 • .54 4.86 14.35 5.63 13.83 5.01 15.77 6 •. 21 12.48. 7.15 
Off-Campus 14.40 5.36 15.73 5.72 ll.10. 4 •. 62 16.92 7 .• 12 17.19 5.42 
Overall Mean 15.17 14.99 12.22 17 .. 65 14.68 
MaJ.e 
Standardization 
Sampl.e,.. 14.9 5.5 12.3 6.6 12.4 5.0 19.3 7.2 13.6 6.5 
*'Taken from SIV Manual (30, P• 5) 
Leadership 
Mean SD 
14.48 7.'.34 
16.9,6 6.07 
14.69 6.87 
15.38 
17.J 7 .. 2 
v.> 
0) 
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Temperament Survey, 0t subjects livi~ i:yi dQ:nrdtory, fraternity,_and off. 
campus housing •. 1'hi.s hypothesis was o~ partially a.tti:rmed since only 
two of the ten soales on the inventol';Y' discriminated between the housing 
groups. 
Tables IV and V present the timdings of the tests tor ditterenoes 
among the groups on these ten temperament sou.es. 
'TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SPRING Sm§TER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OFF,..C.AMPUS GROUPS ON TD!PERAMENT TRAIT SCALES 
Variable and Source Sams or Mean 
of Variance Sgu.ares. dt ssmare F 
Personal Relations 
Between Groups 23.01 2 ll • .51 
Within Groups 3.589.63 141 2.5.46 
Masculinity 
Between Groups 7.88 2 3.94 
Within Groups 2372.06 141 16.82 ----
General Activity 
Between Groups 5.68 2 2.84 
. ----Within G~ups 3866.29 141 2.7.42 
Restraint 
Between Groups s.72 2 4.36 
Within Groups 3696.83 141 26.22 ---
Aseendance 
Between Groups 268.3.5 2 134.18 4.61* 
Within Gl"OUPS 4100.6; 141 29.08 
Sociability 
Between Groups 481.06 2 240 • .53 6.90** 
Within Groups 4916.83 141 34.87 
Emotienal Stability 
Between Groups 1.35 2 .67 
----Within Groups 5122 • .54 141 36.33 
Objectivity 
Between Groups 56.72 2 28.36 
Within Groups 4531.~3 141 32.14 
Friendliness 
Between Groups 100.93 2 50.47 
Within Groups. 3843.23 141 27.26 
1.85-
Thoughtf'ulness .. 
Between Groups 34.43 2 . 17.22 
----
_ Within Groups 4140.88 l41 29.37 
* Significant at the .o..5 level of eon:f'idence. 
** Sig:niticant at the .01 level ot oonf'idenee, 
TABLE V 
RESULTS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFF~CES BE'.LWEEN MEANS OF SPRING 
S:EMESTER GROUPS ON TEMPEEW!ENT TRAITS WITH SIGNIFICANT 
"F" RATIOS ON AblAI,YSIS.OF VARIANCE TESTS 
Difterenee 
Variable and Means S°w Between S.E. 
Grgups Means 
Asoendanoe· 
Dorm 15.04 5.39 Frat)Dorm=2.90** 
Fraternity 17.94 Frat>0.0.=2.90** 
Oi'f ... Campus 15.04 
Seciability 
Dom 16.'75 5.91 Frat>Dorm=4.29** 
Fraternity 21.04 Frat>o.c.=3.25•• 
Otf-CUlP\ILS 17.79 o.c.>Dorm•l.04 
• Signif'ieant at the .05 level ot oo:ntidenoe. 
** Signii'icant at the .el level of confidence. 
) Greater than. 
Mean Difference 
Dift. Required. fc,r 
Significance. 
1.08 D0 0.5=2.14 
D 01=2.83 
... 
1.18 D0 05•2.34 
D.oi•'.3.09 
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The fraternity groups signif'ioantl.y exceeded both of the ether 
groups on Ascends.nee and Sociability. They tended to be less submissive 
and mere inclined to come te the defense ot their ideas, exhibit habits 
ot leadership ratlj,er than .following, and were less hesitant in speaking 
out in p,ablie O:t' with other individuals. They described themselves as 
being more inclined to have maey .friends and acquaintances, like social 
activities and social contacts, and to be more aggressive in seeking the 
limelight. There was no ditf'erenee betWEJen the dormitery and off.campus 
grollps on the Aseendance scale and the difference on the Sociability 
scale was insignificant. (Table V). 
Table VI and Figure 1 provide some additional information useful in 
;,I,• 
understanding trends in the data. For example, the standard deviations 
. reported £or the Aseendance and Sociability scales deme:nstrate that the 
.fraternity sample not only scored significantly.higher on these scales, 
but that the sample was more homogeneous on ~th of these traits than 
their dormitory an<\ off.campa.s counterparts. '!'his s~.:.trend is 
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apparent in a comparison with the standardization sample. 
0 
The bar graph in Figure 1 il.lustrates the amount and direction of 
deviation by the groups from the National Norm, and since most of the 
trends are very slight they should be viewed with cautiono 
Figure 1 il.lustrates that, when compared with the norm group, all 
three samples deviated slightly toward the impulsive, carefree end of the 
Restraint sealeo There was aJ.so a slight tendeney for them to report 
that they experienced more i'l.uctuations of moods, interests, and energy; 
more daydreaming and excitability; more feelings cf guilt, loneliness, 
worry and ill heaJ.tho They further agreed upon their directions of de-
viation on the Personal Relations scale and the Masculinity scale. 
The fraternity sample was slightly more inclined to show interest in 
overt activity as opposed to interest in thinking and rei'l.eetiveness. 
There was also a very slight tendency for the off-campus subjects to de-
viate in this direction~ 
Dormitory and fraternity men showed a slight trend toward more bel-
ligerence, hostility, and a desire to dominate than did the norm group, 
but the off~eampus group showed a trend in the opposite direction; that 
is to say, toward more toleration, respect for others, and acceptance of 
domina tiono (Figure l) o 
There are limitations, other than the small size of the mean differ-
enees, that plead £or caution in the use of these datao One shou.1.d keep 
in mind that the norm data was obtained :from oollege men in one Southern 
C~lifornia University and two junior ~olleges, and that the sample in.-
eluded many veteranso This resulted in a mean age of about twenty ... three 
:for the sample., (34, Po 6)0 This leaves room for questioning the repre-
sentatives of this sample for a freshman group at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity. These limitations lead the researcher to place more vaJ.ue upon the 
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TABLE VI 
MEA.NS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, 
FRATERNITY, AND OFF-CAMPUS GROUPS ON TEMPERAMENT 
TRAIT SCALES 
· · Hou.sine: Ch'o\1.;es 
DG;m Frat1 o.o. Male S,td. Sampl.e* 
Traits Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD· 
,· 
General 
Activity J:7o00 5.20 17.31 5.11 17.48 5.39 17.0 ;.64 
Restraint 1.5.75 5.19 1.5.71 5.42 15.21 4.74 16.9 4.94 
Asoemdance 15.04 5 • .56 17.94 .5.02 15.04 s.sa 15.9 ,;.84 
Sociability 16.75 6.16 21.04 5.54 17.79 6.oo 18.2 6.97 
Emotional 
Stability 16.60 .5.81 16.44 .5.72 16.38 6 • .53 16.9 6.15 
ObjE1ctivity 17.96 5.81 16.46 5.71 17 • .50 5.49 17.9 4.98 
Fri8ndliness 12.98 5.06 13.25 4.93 14.88 s.59 13.8 5.07 
Thoughthlnessl8.48 4.94 17.29 6.07 18.02 5.17 18.4 5.11 
Personal 
Re1ations 15.60 5.45 16.l© .5.49 16 • .58 4.06 _16.7 ;.05 
Masculinity 20 • .50 3.49 19.94 4.01 20.13 4.71 19.9 :;.97 
* Taken from. Gu:iltord-Zimmerman (34, p. 7) 
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Figure 1 
Spring Semes_ter Housing Groups' Deviations from the National,. Norm on 
Guilford-Zilrmeman Temperament Traits 
' ~ 
housi:ng groups' deviations from their own Jen_eral mean, and the data hdi-
eates that most of these deviations were very ins~ioant. 
III. Diversity Among Groups on study Habits and Attitudes: 
Hypothesis, states that there will be signiticant differences be-
tweem the study habits and attitudes, as measved by .the Survey!! study 
Habits .!!4 Attitudes, of sllbjects living_ in .. dormitory, fraternity, and 
ot£-campus housing. Table VII presents the findings of.the.statistical 
test £or differences among the groups. Bo significant differences were 
fo~d among the.grollps on. this variable, and the null bypothesis ooulci 
not be rejected. 
Table v:q:I shows the t.rends that appeared in the data. The groups 
I 
seemed to fall into a heirarohy'with the fraternity group.var., near the 
norm. grou.p mean, followed by the do:rmitor;y group, and with the mean ot the 
o£f-oampu group ·telling approximately one halt ot the standard.deviation 
below the normative mean. 
T~VII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY' . FRATERNITY . V 
AND OFF-CAMPUS GROUPS ON TBE STUDY HABITS AND , 
Source of 
Variance Sum of' Sqg.a:res . 
,. 
Between Greups 43.5.50 
ATTITUDES SC.ALE 
2 
Mean.Square 
217.75 
132.08 
TABLE VIII . 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SP.RING SEMESTER 
DOUIT.Oi.Y,.. F.RADB.N;[TY, · AND OFF-ClAMPUS GROT:JPS 
ON THE SURVEY OF STUDY H!BtTS AND AT'l'ITUDES 
Group 
Dol"Bli tory 
Fraternity 
Off.Campus 
Male Standardization Sample* 
* Taken from SSHA Manual (7, P• 5). 
Mean 
:33.25 
35.13 
30.88 
35.3 
SD 
ll.88 
11~45 
·ll.14 
13.0 
IV. · Diversity Among the Groups' First Semester Grade P~int Averages: 
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i;y"potllesis 4 states that there will be significant differences be-
.tween the f'irs.t semester grade point averages of subjects living in 
ciermitory, fraternity, and off'-eampus housing. Table IX presents the 
findings of the tests for differences among the groups on this variable •. 
Ne significant differences were found among the groups on this variable. 
Table X illustrates trends in the data by listing the means and 
variances of eaoh of the groups as well as the overall mean. 
The fraternity mean fell slightly above the University "C" average 
(2.0 grade points) and the means of the other groups fell slightly below 
this average. There seemed to be more variation within the oi'f .. eampu.s 
group, and the d.ol"Blitory group appeared to be the most homogeneous. 
Although these averages. are usef"DJ..in. understanding .. the composition 
ot the groups. as. they exis.ted.atter. the initial ... migration period, one 
oamiot assume.that all.of' the.contr_ibuting grade point averages were 
ea.med in association.with these.Spring semester groupings. A check of 
the first semester residences of the subjects reveaJ.ed that $eme migration 
had taken pl.ace at the close ot the first semester. Nine ot the fraternity 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SPRING SliMESTER. DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OFF~CAMPD'.S,.GROUPS·ON eRADE POINT AVERA.GE 
.·, . 
Source 0£ Variance §Ps"o:r.squ.res. d£ .Mean . Square F 
Betwe~n Grwps 2.40 2 1.20 1 • .568 
Within Grou.ps 107.82 141 .76.5 
* Sig:niticant at .0.5 lev;I 0£ confidence. 
·TABLE X 
DANS AND VARIANCES. OF SPRING SEMESTER. DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OFF-.0,AMPUS GROUPS ON GRADE POINT..AVERAGE 
Group Mean GPA Variance 
. Doi,ai tory. 1.89 .,5874 
Fraternity 2.16 .7399 
Oft-Campas 1.88 .9668 
Overall 1.98 
subjects had spent their first semester.in a dormitory and one had liveli 
0££-eampus. Eighteen of the 0££.,.campus subjects had moved from a dormi-
tory, and two members of the dormitory sample had moved from a fraternity 
house. Without .further a:nal.ysis, one cannot say what kinds of grade 
averages these men took with them. to their new living group nor to what 
extent they inf'lueneed. the averages reported in.Table X. 
. ( 
V.. Div.ersity Amo~ the Groups• Academia Aptitude: 
Hypethesis . .5 states that. there will be. signific.ant. differences be. 
t.ween the Composite ACT scores of subjects li~ng in dormitoey, frater-
nity, and 0££.campus housing. 
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Tables XI and XII present the findings .. ot. the statistical tests f'or 
di£ferences among the groups on this va.rlableo 
TABLE XI· 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OFF ... CAMPUS GROUPS ON THE ACT COMPOSITE SCORES 
Source of' Variance. Sums of' ssm:ares df' Mean Sguare F 
Between Groups 42009'.3 
Within Groups 2952090 
* Sig:n:iticant at ~05 level.of contidenceo 
** Significant at oOllevel of confidence., 
TABLE XII 
2 210047 l0.0.5** 
141 20094 
RESULTS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF SPRING 
SEMESTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, AND OFF ... QAMPUS 
GROUPS ON THE COMPOSITE ACT SCORE 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
SD 
w 
SoEo Difference 
Dom> Off ... Campus:;2ol.5* 
Frat) Off .,.Campu.s=4.,l9** 
Frat> Dom:::2.,04* 
* Significant at o0.5 level of oonfideneeo 
** Signif'ieant at .,01 level of conf'ide:noeo 
> Greater thano · 
.. 92 
Mean Difference 
Required .. for 
Signif"icanee 
Significant differences were found between all three groups on this 
variable, and the hypothesis was affirmedo The fraternity groups signi-
ficantly exceeded both other groups, and the largest difference was be-
tween the fraternity and. 0££..,e.ampus.gm:a.ps .•. The dormitory group also had 
significantly higher scores. than the off.,.eamPl,S. grc,upo . 
Table.XIII presents.additionalinformationto provide f'ur"l:.her in-
sight into the eomposition of the.groups relative to ACT seoreso The 
mean and standard deviation for each grou.p is presented along with the 
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mean and standard deviation for the OklahGJD.a State University- ~eshmen 
male popw.ation for the f'all of 19620. 
The dcmnitory group appeared i,o be most like the normative su.ple, _ 
and the fraternity group.deviated in the direation of high.er.scores and 
less variability within·the g~up.-· The o,f..eapus· sbiplEF·deviateii in·the 
direction of lower scores and. showed slightly more in,..group.variance than 
the ~ther ·greups. 
TABLE XIII 
MEANS AND STAND.ARD DEVIATIONS OF SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, 
. - FRATERNITY, AND OFF .. CAMPUS GROUPS ON THE COMPOSITE 
~ .'ACT SCORE 
Grou.p Mean SD 
· . Dol'!lli tol"T 20 • .50 4.41 
Fraternity 22o.54 4.30 
0££-Cam.~s 18.).5 4.99 
o.s.u. 1962-63 Male Noms 19.93 5.02 
The amount of time that'lapsed'between the dates t~at these data•were 
gathered.and the date o!its use. in this.survey places a limitation on 
these findings. The educational experiences.of the.subjects du.ring the 
first semester were probably not unifom and could ha-.e had ditf'erential 
inf'J.uences upon the students' academic aptitudes. 
,,/" C 
VI. Differences Among the"Groups on Size of High School from Which 
Graduated • 
. ~thesis 6 states .. that subJeets. li~ .. in. off ... campus. housing will 
' ' . 
differ s:\,p.ifie.antly.. from. th~ ... f'raterrd:cy. and. dol.'!11.itory eo1µ1terparts on 
the variabl.e, size. of high. school. fmm which. graduated •.. , TabJ.e nv pre-
sents the findings of the statistical test :for differences among the 
1ABLE.ItV 
Clll-SQtJARE AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE INDICES OF SIZE OF HIGH 
SCHOOL FROM WHICH GRADUATED FOR SPRING SEDSTER DORMITORY, FRA. .... 
TERNITY, AND OFF.CAMPUS &ROUPS 
Groups 8lld Directien 
t' of Diff'ere:gee. 
Fraternity) 0££-C~pus 14099** 
Dom; tory > Off.Campus '.3o)3 
Fraternity-> Dormitory s._<>7* 
* Significant.at the .05 level of"eonfidenoeo 
** Significant at the oOl level of eontidenceo 
) . Greater than. 
three housing groups on this variable. 
dt 
3 
'.3 
3 
The hypothesis was only partially affirmed since a significant differ-·. 
enee was found· between the fraternity and off.campus groups, but the 
difference between the dol"lllitory ad eff ... eampas groups was insignif'io~t. 
The findings reported in Table XIV indicate that it was the trater-
:nity group tbat."steodapart" tromthe others on this variable. Th.e;r 
g:radaated trom significantly' larger high schools tlwl either of the other 
groups, and the greatest difference.was appi:r-ent in the eompa.rison ef.fra ... 
t,~ty with off-campus subjects. -. 
Table X!I presents the number 0£ .· subj~.ets in each grc,u.p who fell into 
each category alld the percentage of.the gtt"Ou.ps 9 respondents that this 
number represents. One subject in ~a.eh of the.groups failed.to respc,nd 
to the question whieh.resul.ted in an °n° of 47 tor each grc,u.p. 
Ta'l?le X:V reveals.th.at eighty-nine per eent of the fraternity sample 
graduated from either large or very large high sohools,.but.that only 
fi:tty ... one per cent of the 0£.f.,..campus sample fellwithin.theseoategorieso 
This trend is reversed when one looks at.percentages graciu.ating from small 
and medium simed high schools.. While forty ... nine per cent of the off-cam.pas 
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sample graduated from small or medium sized high schools, only eleven 
per cent of the fraternity men came from such schools. 
The dormitory sample fell in an intermediate position between the 
others on the medium, large, and very large categories, but had the same 
percentage of subjects from small high schools as the off-cam.pus sample. 
The modal interval was the large high school interval, and it con-
tained forty-seven per cent of the total sample. 
TABLE XY 
OBSERVED FREQUENCY DATA FOR SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL FROM 
WHICH GRADUATED FOR SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, 
FRATERNITY, AND OFF-CAMPUS GROUPS 
Housing Grou:es 
o.c. Dorm Frat Totals 
Category No.-: $ No. * Na. $ No. % 
Small (l-10 teachers) 9 19.15 9 19.15 3 6.38 2l 14.89 
Medium (11-20 teachers) 14 29.,79 7 14.89 2 4.26 23 16.31 
Large (21-74 teachers) 18 38.29 22 46.81 26 55.32 66 46.81 
Very Large (75+ 
teachers) 6 12.77 
....2 
-
19.15 J& 34.04 ..1! 21.99 
Totals 47 47 47 141 
VII. Diversity Among Groups on 1962 Family In:oome. 
Hypothesis 7 states that subjects living in o;'f-eampus housing will 
dif"fer significantly from their fraternity and dormitory counterparts on 
the vari_able, family income for 1962. 
Table XVI presents the findings.of the statistical tests for differ-
enees among the three housing groups •. 
The hypothesiswasaf.firme.d, since the family incomes reported by 
the off .. eampusgroupwere significantly smaller than those reported by 
both dormitory and fraternity groups, and the greatest difference was be-
tween the fraternity and of'f-oampt.ts groups .. 
TABLE XVI 
CHI-SQUARE AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM .FOR THE ITEM RELATED TO THE 
. 1962 INCOME OF FAMILIES or SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, 
FRATERNITY, AND OFF ... CAMPUS GROUPS 
Groups and Direction 
x2 of Difference 
Fraternity> 0££..,Campus l9o0'.3** 
Donnitoey > Of:f.'.,.Campus 9ol6* 
Fraternity) Dormitory 4.86 
* Significant at the .0.5 level-of confidence. 
~* Significant at the oOl level of confidence. 
> Greater than. 
di' . 
2 
2 
2 
Table XVII presents these differences in a different fem by indi-
o~ting the number 0£ subjects in each groap wb.o fell into each cat~gory 
and. the,]>$rcentage of the group0s respondents that this n:amber representso 
Ji'Olll" subjects in the fraternity sample failed to respend. to the question. 
T.ABLE XVII 
OBSERVED FREQUENCY DATA FOR 1962 F.AMD;,Y INCOME FOR SPRING 
SPEr:!lSTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, .A.ND OFF ... CAMPUS 
GROUPS 
... Housing GrOUI?S 
Category o .. c .. Dorm Frat 'htals· 
'NO.~ I No •. I NI). ., No. % 
Less than $5000 7 14058 6 15.00 l 2.27 14 1e.61 
$.5000 ... $8000 '.33 68 .. 75 16 40 .. oo 17 :,a .. 64 66 50.00 
Over $8000 
.J! 16 .. 67 18 45.00 26 59.09 ~ 39.:,9 
- -Tota;ls 48 48 44 1:,2 
Table XVII illustrates.that the modal.interval..for the. 0££ ... oam.pus 
sample was the 11$50@0.,.$8000" interval, and that the modal interval tor 
both the dormitory and :fraternity samples was "over·$8000o" 
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Men from families w:i. th high_ ineome.s were ma.oh. more .inol.ined to settle 
in ei th.er domitory or fraternity housing .. rather than. o.t£..ca111pus ho11si:ng, . 
and men from 1cm income famill~s were not very likely to have found their 
way into £:raternity housing.-. 
A look at the trequenciet!J for the total samJ¥1.e reveals that al.most 
nine out of ten subjects reported :family illc•es over $.5000. 
VIII. Diversity Among Gl-oups on Parents"_ Fem.al Education Level. 
Jtrpothesis 8 state~ that subjeots 1n ot:f-ca111p11s.h0usi:ng will dif'fer 
signif'ioantly :from their fraternity and.dormitory counterparts on the 
variable, f'ather0 s education level,. and ~thesis 9 states that the sa111e .. -
di£.f'erences will be feud among the gr011ps en the variaple,. mother's edu-
oaticm level. Table XVIII presents the findings of the statistioa1 tests 
of these hypotheses. 
TABLE XVIII 
CHL:.SQUARES AND DEGUES OF FREEDOM FOR FORMAL .,EDUCATION LEVEL 
OF PARENTS OF SPRING SEMESTER DORMITQRY, _FRATERNITY 
. AND OFF.CAMPUS GBDUPS• 
Variables,-. Groups, and 
.Direction of Difference 
Mothers F.dvl.o o Level 
Fraternity) 0££'..,Campns 
Dormitory ) Oft ... Camp11.s 
Fraternity > Dc>mi tory 
· Fathers .. Edue. Level 
· Fratel"llity > Off'..;Campas 
Demitory > Off..,..Campus 
Fraterm.ty > Domi wry 
L,06 
1.31 
3.93 
7o'37* 
046 
4o.57 
*· Significant at the ·o:o; -level · of · confidence. 
> Greater than 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2-
Ne siglli.:f'ioant ditterences ... were. founc:L among .. , the. groups __ en Mother9 s 
education. level, .. and it was conel.uded that the observed diffe;t"ences were 
the renl,t ef Gha.noe :r.Luctutions in sam.plingo The null h;ypci>thesis could 
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not be rejected. 
:flypothesis 8 was partially s11.pported since the education level of 
fraternity fathers signii'ioantly ... exceeded .. tha.t. of. of'.f ... campu.s :fathers. 
The diff erenee. betwe.en the. domitor;y and eff ... oampus greups was very 
slight and insignificant. 
Table XIX presents.additional.info:rm.a.tion about t~ends in the data 
on father's education level. The nllmber of subjects in each sample who 
fell into each category is reported along.with the percentage of the 
sample's respondents that this :r:mmber represents. 
The majority of the fathers of each sample completed twelve years of 
fomal education.but did not compl.ete sixteen •. A larger pereentage of 
frater.nity fathers completed sixteen years and a smaller percentage com-
pleted less than twelve years. '?he eff' ... campus sample had the largest 
percentage of' fathers with less than twelve years of schooling and the 
smallest :percentage with sixteen er more years. 
'r.ABLE· n.x 
OBSERVED FREQUENCY DATA FOR TEE FORMAL EDUCATION LEVEL OF 
FATHERS OF SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OW-CAMPUS GROUPS · 
Housi:ne: Grou;es 
o. c~ Dom. Frat Totals 
Category No., ... ~,. NG. I No. 5 No. 1 
Less than 12 years 1.5 31.25 12 25.00 5 10.42 32 22.22 
12 - 15 years 23 , 47.92 2; 52.08 25 52.08 73 .50.69 
16 + years 10 2008, 11 22.,92 18 .. 37.50 
-22 27.09 
- - ·-Totals 48 48 48 llf!I. 
Table XX presents informatien_ about trends. in .. the data on mother•s 
education level. The numbers of" subjeets in each sample who fell into 
each category is rep0rted alomg with the percentage of the sample's 
respendents that this number represents. 
TABLE: XI.· 
OBSERVED FREQUENCY DATA FOR THE FORMAL EDUCATION LEVEL OF 
MOTHERS OF SPRING SEMESTER DORMITORY, FRATERNITY, 
AND OFF ... CAMPUS GROUPS ' 
Housing Grou;es 
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o.c .. Dom Frat Totals 
Categorr No. % No,, $ No,, % No,, % 
Less than 12 years 7 14 .. 58 6 12 .. .50 7 14 .. 58 20 13.89 
12 
-
15 years 33 68,,75 37 77,,08 29 60042 99 68.75 
16 + years 8 16.67 
-2. 10042 12 2.5 .. 00 ...E.2. 17,,36 
- -Totals 48 48 48 144 
A large majority of the mothers of' the men in alL of the three groups 
completed twelve years of' edueationbut did.not complete sixteen years., 
More of the fraternity gNup11 s mothers completed sixteen years,, 
In comparing. Tables XIX and XX, one .finds that a greater pereenta.ge 
o:t the mothers than fathers completed twelve years of formal education., 
It is also apparent that a smaller percentage of the mothers eom~eted 
sixteen years o.f edueationo 
This ehapter has presented some evidence of diversity among the 
seeond semester f'reshma.:n menos housing groups at Oklahoma State Univer ... 
sity., 
The fraternity group ... placed. significantly.more. value on gain,ing 
reeogni tion in their .interp.e:r.sonal. rel.ationsbip~. than . the other g_roups, 
and they seemed more willing. to sacri.f'i~e independence in order to achieve 
it., They Wel"e significantly more ascendant and sociable than. the other 
groups .. 
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The.fraternity group had a more favorable. socio=eeonomic background .. 
They graduated from significantly larger high. !!ieho.ols than both other 
groups, and reported .. significantly higher . .family incomes than the off-
oampus gnup .. They signiticantly exceeded the of'f.,.c8ll'lpus.g:roup on 
f'ather~s education level, and there was a tendency for them to surpass 
the other groups on the other statistical tests for differences on 
parent.s 0 educational le_vel .. 
The fraternity group had a mean Composite ACT score that was signi-
fioantly higher than those of both other groups, but it failed to signi .. 
fioantly exceed the others on grade point average .. 
The off ... campu.s group.valued.benevolence significantly more than 
either of the other groups,. and. the greate.st differenoe was between it 
and the fraternity group,. .. This .. group had the lowest mean (i)n Recognition, 
and tended to place little value on independence .. They seemed to be 
similar to the st.and.ardizatic:>n sample on Aseendanoe and Soeiabili ty and 
not significantly.different from.their dormitory counterparts,; 
The off ... eam.pus group had the least favorable soeio ... econemie back .. 
\ ?,. 
ground and the greatest contrast was between it and the fraternity 
group. Their mean ACT scores were significantly lower than those of both 
other groups. 
The dorm.ito;cy group valuedindependenee significantly more than the 
other groups, . and significantly. exceeded .. the off ... campus. groups en family 
ineom.eo other differences have been pGinted.outin the.preoedingpara-
graphs, and an overviewofall.of.thesetends.toplaee thedomitory 
group in a position inter.mediate to the.other grou.ps •. The.ev.idence indi-
cates that the greatest contrast is between the fraternity and off-eam.pus 
groups. 
CHAPrER. V 
DIFFERENCES AMONG MIGRATORY AND NONMIGRATORY SUBGROUPS 
Introduction 
.. j 
One of the most battling .. problems facing housing administrators is 
the studentmigrat,ion.out o:f do:rmitol"ies at the close of the fall semeste:r. 
Dormitories are filled to capacity at thebeginning..0£ the :tall term, bat 
when men are given the freedom. to move at.lUid.year·maey select other types 
ot residences. Inmostoases.tbis.ereates vacancies in the do:rmitories 
that are not tilled by other students •. This.migration not only causes 
the admimstrator to.be. concerned about the validity of his student 
p~rso:nnel program, but· it represents a financial loss. Maintenance must 
go on,. staff has drea,d.'r been em.ployed for the year, and bonds mu.st be 
retired on schedule. 
When the administrator elects to use the one semester contract and 
permits this migration, he cannot help wondering about the consequences 
in terms of.educational ends. Do "birds of a feather f'locktogether?f'. 
If they do, does this promote or hinder student growth? .No attempt has 
·been made in this survey to answer the.last question, but.perhaps some 
light can be shed upon the first one. An answer.to this question seems 
tc, oe a :necessary .precursor to res.earch. on. the latter,; 
The purpose o£ .. the ~.es re.parted .. in this. chapter. has been to 
initiate the. c.ollection of a :tun.ct.of objeetive_ i:nf'onnation about the 
charaeteristies of freshmen who eleeted at mid-year t-o· remain in the type 
of housing selected in the fall (nonmigrants), and freshmen who chose to 
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move from the dG.rm:Lto(ry to. either fraternity- or of£ ... cu1111pus housing (mi-
grants). 'fbi.s type of intom.ation sheuld encourage objeeti vi ty in de-
eisi0n making.tor these groaps. 
In order to test £ or dit.ferenc.es. among the grnps, the 144 subjects 
in this. surver w&re. )'egr.ouped ... byJ 
(l) Fraternity nonmigrants (NM) 
(2) Demitory nonmigrants (NM) 
(3) ()££,Campus nonmigrants (NM) 
(4) Fraternity migrants (M) 
(5) Off.Campus migrants (M) 
Number = '.38 
Nmnber = 46 
Number=:,@ 
Number = 9 
N'll11D.ber = 18 
One of the fraternity sample was.el1:minatedf'rom the su.ryey since he 
had migrated into his fraternity. from. off-campus, and tw of the do~' 
to:ey sample were eµ.minated sineeth.ey-hadmi~ated into the dormitory 
:f'rom fraternity housing. Th.is redaeed the total "N• .for this chapter to 
141. 
The smallsiizes of the :migratory groups limit the usefulness of these 
data to the level of suggestion.for further study: •. The .researcher hopes 
that these findings will help build the foundation £or further study of 
the characteristics 0£ these groups. 
The analysis of variance technique was used to test for- differences ! 
among the grwps 0 interpersonal values, temperament traits, st'lldy habits 
and attitudes,grade peint averages, and Compos::ite ACT scores. Chi.-
square was used,tQ test for_di:f':f'erenees among.the.groups.on the indices 
o:f' sooio ... eeonomie. background. used in this .. survey •.. __ A_ mill. hypothesis was 
used for testing"* __ and. .. when. ditfer,naes .. were found. to be. signifiean~ ·<;, 
greater than what would_ b.e. expeete,d. fnm .. ohanee. fluctuations. in sampling, 
the. null hypothesis was .. rejected .. 8l'ld. the observed difference were said to 
be du.e to difference in the samples and not due te chance. The point of 
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signifieanee used was the .05 level of probabilityo 
Findings ,2! ~ Analysis .2! Variance 
Table XXI: presentsthe resuJ.ts.of the analysis.of.variance among the 
five groups on th~ nineteen variables treated with the Analysis of Vari-
anee technique., 
TABLE m 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MIGRATORY AND NONMIGRATORY GROUPS 
ON VALUES, TEMPERAMENT TRAITS, STUDY HABITS AND ATTITUDES, . 
GRADE:POINT.AVERAGE8,. AND .ACT .... COMPOSI'l'E SCORES .. 
Variable and 
Source of Variance 
Grade Point Average 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
ACT Composite 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Support 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Conf0m.ity 
Between Groups 
Within Groups. 
Recognition 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Independence 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Benevolence 
Between Greups 
Within Groups. 
Leadership 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Study Habits ·and 
Attitudes 
Between Groups. 
Within Groups 
General Activity 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Sum of 
Squares 
Jo60 
104093 
433046 
2901.78 
476.12 
3497.16 
226.50 
4567094 
558019 
2800.08 
867 .. 22 
6129 .. 25 
645.02 
5288006 
235 .. 32 
6121;,85 
886.,97 
17571 .. 45 
23 .. 10 
3721.98 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
4 
136 
Mean 
Square 
090 
.77 
108.36 
21 .. 34 
119.03 
25.,71 
56.,63 
33.,59 
139 • .5.5 
20 .. 59 
216 .. 80 
45 .. 07 
161 .. 25 
38.,88 
.58.83 
45.01 
216.,74 
129 .. 20 
5.77 
27 .. 37 
F 
1 .. 17 
5.08** 
6.78** 
4 .. 1.5** 
1.31 
1.68 
.TABLE XXI ( Continued) 
Variable.and Sum of Mean 
S011r0e 0£ Variance. Squares di' Square 
Restraint 
Between Groups 61.24 4 15.31 
Within Groups 3623.50 l'.36 26.64 
Ascenda.nce 
Between Groups 262.68 4 6.5 • .57 
_Within Greups 3949.21 1:,6 29.~~ . 
Sociability 
Between Groups 506.19 4 126 • .55 
Within: Groups 4779.57 136 3.5.14 
Emotional.-Stability: 
Between Groups 78.94 4 19.73 
Within Groups .. 4922.01 136 36.19. 
Objec.tivity 
Between Groups 311.03 4 77.76 
Within Groups .. 4238.77 136 31.17 
Friendliness. 
Between Groups 197.24 4 49.31 
Within Groups. '.3664.25 136 26.94 
Thoughti\ll.ness 
Between Greups 57.27 4 14.32 
Within Groups 4052.70 .. l'.36 25.17 
Personal Relations. 
Between Gro'llps .57.04 4 14.26 
Within Gr<!>ups 3422.a:, 136 2.5~17 
Masculinity 
Between Groups 95.54 4 23.89 
Within Grnps 2259.66 136 16.62 
* S1gnifioant at the .e:Slevel of confidence. 
** Significant at the .01 level et conf'idenoe. 
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F 
----
3.60** 
-----
---
1.44 
The analysis revealed that significant dif'fereneeexisted. solli.ewhere 
among the groups on seven of the ·.val"iabl.es. · These included the ACT··com- . 
posite, £our of the six interpersonal.values·"eales, and two temperament 
traits seal.es. In_a,rder to determine which group differences were~-
sponsible £or eaeh signifieant."F" Ra.ti~~ ·~•tests were eompu.ted between 
eve1!7 mean and each of. the other four _groups.! m.eans ___ on . that variable. 
The resul.ts . of thes_e "t" tests are presented. in. three separate dis-
cussions centered amund . .,the.se questions: . (1) .. Did. the. :nomigratory 
groups differ signifioantl.y on any of the variables? (2) Did the mi-
gratocy groups differ significantl.y :f're>m either the groups that they left 
6o 
or the gN°'ps that they joined, on any or. the variables?,_ and (3) Did the 
groups who moved to off-campus. housing.. ditter from the groups who migrated. 
to trate~ty housing,\i&n,iazi;yce:ot: 'th~',,:,jar:tables? 
I. Difference Between N.omnigr.atory.. Groups: 
A number of subjects were identified.in. each.housing sample who_had 
spent the fall semeste.r in the same housing group they selected for the 
spring semeste;r.· The analyses reported in this section so~t to re.veal 
some differences among these groups that may be related to e.om.patability 
between the student and his housing environment. 
Table XXII represents the .. results. of_ "t" tests ... of difference between 
the groups'. means on value soales with signitioant "F" ratios. 
The greatest contrast between the dormitory men and their fraternity 
and off-campus eounterpa.rts was. .. on .. valuing.. independence in their inter-
personal relationships •. These differences are significant beyond the one 
per cent level.0£00:nf'idenee1 but, it should.be :noted, that inoomparison 
with the national n0rm., the dormitory gl'Gi1p is most like the :nom groups 
and the other groups deviate toward the low end of the scale. In other 
words, the .fraternity and off-cam.pus subjects did not consider it im-
portant to -be able to do what one wants te do, to be .free to make one• s , 
own deois,ions, and to be able to do things in one• s own way. 
The fraternity group val.ued being treated with understanding and re-
ceiving enecmragement.sigm..fioantly.morethan.didthedormitory group. 
Theyal.so signi:ficantly'.exeeeded.the.dormitor,v gmup.on.oonsidering it 
important to be 1ooked.up_toand admired, to be considered important, and 
attraeting .. £an.rabJ.ELnotice •.... 
The ott .... campiis ... group.valtled_ being .. benevolent. in. their relationships 
with. <1>thers significantly.mo.re than .. either of the other groups, and the 
greatest dif'ferenoe was between it and the fraternity group. A comparison 
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ot this mean with the .. natio.nal norm indi.eates. that the. of'f-campus non ... 
110,g:,;oant not only _differs frGI11. his Oklahoma S.tate University counterparts, · 
but de'Viates considerably above the national norm:·for this variable. 
TABLE. mI. 
RESULTS. OF "t" _TF.STS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF NON .. 
MIGRATORf GROUPS ON INTERPERSONAL VALUES WITH 
SIGNIFICANT "F" RATIOS ON THE ANALYSIS.OF 
VARIANCE TESTS 
Diff'.erenae 
Variables and Means Between 
Groups. Means 
Support 
Dormitory 14.52 Frat > Dorm.=2. 69* 
Fraternity 17.21 Frat> o .. c.~ .98 
Off-Campus 16.23 o.c. > Dorm.=l., 71 
National Nom 14.9 
Reeogl'lition 
Dormitory ll.74 Frat> Dom=2.63* 
Fraternity 14.37 Frat > O.C.,=l.JO 
Off'~Campus 13.07 o.c. > Dorm.=l.. 33 
National Norm 12.4 
Independence 
Donuitory 20.1.5 Dorm> Frat=4.20** 
Fratemity 15.95 Dorm> o.c.=.5~38** ()ff-Campus 14.77 Frat> o.C.=l .. 18 
National No:m 19.3 
Benevolence 
Dormitory 14.26 o .. c. > Dom=J.,47* 
Fra.terni ty ·· 11.82 o.c. > Frat=.5.91** 
orr;,»campus 17.73 Dorm> Frat::2.44 
National Nom 13 .. 6 
* Significant at the o0.5 level·or confidence<> 
** Significant.at the <>01 level of confidence. 
> Greater than · 
s. E. Diff. 
1.12 
1.27 
1.17 
1.02 
1~16 
1.06 
1.48 
lo.54 
. 1.68 
1.44 
1.56 
1.:37 
Mean Dif'f. 
Required f'or 
Signifioanoe 
n.os=2.22 
D0 05=2.51 
D0 0_522.,-2 
D0 05=2.02 
D.os:2•30 
D.05=2.10 
D.01='.3.88 
D.01=4.03 
D 
.o;=:3.'.33 
D0 0.5=2.85 
D001=3.88 
D0 0.5=4.9l 
table XXIII presents the finding o:f the "t" test of dit.f'erenees be-
tween groups 0 ·means and•the signi£ieant temperament Seales. 
The only signi£iea.nt dif:ferenoe.s. found.were between. the dormitory 
and f'raterpitygroups. The dormitory g;t"Oup mean on Objeetivityfell at 
the National Norm, but the .. f'ra.t.ernity mean deviated significantly below 
the dormitory mean., The :fraternity group tended to be more subjective 
TABLE XXIII 
RESULTS OF-"t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF NON-
MIGRATORY GROUPS ON TEMPERAMENT TRAITS WITH SIGNIFICANT 
. "F'" RATIOS ON THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS 
Variable and 
Groups Means· 
Dif'ferenee 
Between 
Means S.E2 Di.ff. 
Objectivity 
Dormitory 
Fraternity 
Off-Campas 
National Norm 
Sociability 
Dormitory 
Fraternity 
Off~Campus 
.National Norm 
17.91 
15.21 
17.30 
17.9 
16.89 
21.03 
1s.5:; 
18.2 
Dorm> Frat=2. 70* 
Dorm > o.c.i= .. 61 
o.c. > Frat=:2.09 
Frat) Derm.=4.14** 
Frat> o.c.-2.50 
· o.c. > Dol'm=l.64 
* Significant at the .05 level of' confidence. 
** Signif'ioant·at the .Ol level of confidence. 
> Greater than. · · 
1.23 
1.28 
1.40 
Mean Di.ff. 
Required for 
Significance 
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and llypersensitive. They were also.significantly more im.clined to have 
.. ; 
many Mends and aequ.aintanees.,, enter into oon.versations, like social 
activities, and. s.eek .. socia:L. eentaots,. and. atten.tiel>n. 
The ~~tsot "t" tests.or ditferencesbetween the groaps' means on 
.. 
the ACT composite are presented in Table mv. 
TABLE.mv 
REStJLTS OF "t" TESTS OF Il!FFERENOES BETWEEN MEANS OF 
NONMIGRATORY GROUPS ON THE COMPOsITE ACT 
SCORE 
Groups Means Di.ft. in Means S.E. Ditt~-
Dormitory 20.65 Frat> Dol"Df.l!llll.5'.3 
FraterJdty 22.18 Frat> o.a.=3.88** 
Ott-Cam.pas 18.30. Dorm) O.C.=2.'.35~ 
* Siglliticantat w .05 level of confidence. 
** Significant at the .Ol level ot eonfidenee. 
> Greater than •. 
1.02 
1.16 
1.06 
Mean Dif'f' .• 
Required £or 
· Significance 
D.05=2.02· 
D.01•'.3.04 
D.os=2.l0 
•. 
The. of.t-oampus. greap had significantly lower. mean ACT Scores than 
both ot the other grou.ps,.and the greatestditferenoe-was between it and 
.-
the frater.m.t;r .. gre.ap.. .. The .. dillere~e between the d.Cl>rmitory and fra.. 
' . 
ternity gr0ups was insignificant, 
One interesting bit of information that this analysis brings to foctts 
is the .taettha.t altllough these.groups dit.tered on this measure ot aca-
demic aptitude,they did not differ significantly on mean grade peint 
averag.e. (Table_m). The. groups•. means. on G:PA. f'omed an. insignificant 
hd.erarchy with the £rater:n:1 ty mean high, the off-campus mea iJ1 second 
place, and. the do.rmi.tory_.mean J.ow •. 
II<> Bif'f'erences between .Migratory Groups and The Groups That They Mi-
grated From and The Groups That They Joined. 
'fable XXV 'provides_ .d,ata .. useful.. in a. c .. omparison. of. the groups. that 
m:i,grated te oft-oampu.s housing with donuitor;r nomnigrants and off-campus.· 
nonmigrants. 
Men who migrated from. dQl'mitor.v to off.cam.p.us.hou.si:ng.appear to have 
an interpersonal.. val.ue. sys.tem.. that is. dif'£.erent from. thos.e of. their 
sending and. receiving .. greup~ of nonmigrants... They. valued. support signi-
fioantJ.y less. than ei:tf-er. of._these groups., and they were less like the· 
no:nmigrant o:f."£-campus .. group. . They als.o. valued recognition sig:nif'iaantly 
less than. both er,£. the. other groups. It is .. worth no.ting.. that. on both of 
these scales. the migrant .. group0s. mean: fell .. well below the national .no:rm.; 
in £act, their.mean.on Recognition is almost one standard. deviation below 
the norm.ative mean. 
!ABt.E· XXV 
RESULTS OF ~t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF THE 
OFF-CAMPUS MIGRATORY GROUP AND MEANS_OF THE DORMITORY 
AND OFF-CAMPUS NONMIGRATORY .. GROUPS ON TEMPERAMENT . 
TRAITS AND VALUE SC.ALES WITH SIGNIFICANT "Fn 
RATIOS ON THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS 
,<. ... Grou:es J 
Temperament Traits Dorm o. c. 
and Value Scales (NM). (M) 
with Sign. "F" Di££. ,' Di££. 
o. c. 
(NM) 
Ratios Mean..between-. Means ..,_between-. Mean 
Means Means 
Va1ues 
Support 14 .• ,52 3,,19* llo'.33 4.90** 16.23 
Recognition ll.74 3.91** 7.83 5.24** 13.07 
Independence 20.15 .35 20.50 5e73** 14;77 
Benevolence 14.26 2.02 16.28 l.4.5 17,,73 
Temperaments 
Objeotiv.ity 17.91 .os 17,,83 .53 17.30 
So~iability 16.89 .33 16.56 1.97 18.53 
Nat'l • 
Nom. 
GNUP 
Mean·· 
14.9 
12.4 
19;:r: 
13.6 
17.9 
18.2 
* Difference .found significant at the .0.5 level 0£ con:fidencef/:· · .. 
** Difference found signifiaant at. the .01 level of. confidence.''·) · 
~be migrants valued independence to about the same extent as the 
dormitory (NM) group, which. caused them to appear to be very much like 
the normative sample. However, the migrants• mean is significantly 
larger than the mean of the off.campus. nomnigrants. 
There was a tendency for the migrants to score above the norm on 
Benevolence. On this. scale,.they tended.to be more like their receiving 
group than like the do:rmitory nonmigrants. 
No significant differences were found among.the groups.on the two 
temperament scales,.and.the means appeared to be very similar to norm.a .. 
ti ve means reported in the test manual. . 
Results of the "t" tests of difference between.the groups' means on 
the ACT composite are presented.in Table.XXVI.· The.groups•.mean grade 
point averages and stuq habits and attitude scores are included for use 
in com.paring the-groups. 
TABLE XXVI 
- RESULTS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BEl'WEEN THE_ MEAN OF THE 
OFF.CAMPUS MIGRATORY GROUP AND THE. MEANS OF THE DORMITORY 
AND OFF-CAMPUS:NONMIGRATORY GROUPS ON THE.ACT COMPOSITE 
SCORE 
Grou;es 
Variables Dorm Diff. o.c. Di£!' •.. o.c. 
(NM) ~between- (M) ~Between ... (NM) 
Mean Means. Means. Means Means 
SSHA 33.33 1.61 31.72 1.35 30.37 
ACT Composite 20.65 2.21. 18.44 .14 18.30 
G.P.A. 1.92 • 19 1.73 .25 1.98 . 
~ Differeneefound.significant·at the .05 levelof confidence. 
The differences shownwere insignificant and.could.have resulted from 
chance f1uctuatio.ns. in sampling.. However,. there. is a trend worth noting 
that probably merits. further study. Tb.e.s.a migrants had lower grade point 
averages than any. of the other groups, including ... the two fraternity groups 
(see Table XXVIII). It is also noteworthy that their mean ACT Composite 
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score was smaller than that of every group except the off.campus (NM). 
However, the off-campus (NM) group had a somewhat higher mean grade point 
average than the migrants who joined them. 
Tables XXVII and XX.VIII present the same type of data that appears in 
Tables XXV and XXVI, except that these comparisons are intended to demon-
strate differences between values, temperament traits, and Composite ACT 
scores of fraternity migrants and dormitory and fraternity nonmigrants. 
TABLE XXVII 
RESULTS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BEI'WEEN MEANS OF THE 
FRATERNITY.MIGRATORY.GROUP AND MEANS OF THE DORMITORY 
AND FRATERNITY NONMIGRATORY GROUPS ON TEMPERAMENT 
TRAITS AND VALUE SCALES WITH SIGNIFICANT "F" .. 
RATIOS ON THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS 
Temperament Traits Grou:es 
and Value Scales Dorm Diff. Frat Diff. Frat 
with Sign~ "F" (NM) .... between-+ (M)-between ...... (NM) 
Ratios on AOV Mean Means Mean Means 
ues 
Support 14.52 .48 15.00 2.21 
Recogrd tion 1L74 1.26 13.00 1.37 
Independence 20.15 5.37* 14.74 1.17 
Benevolence 14.26 .. 41 14.67 2.,85 
Temperament 
Objectivity 17.91 3.09 2LOO 5.79** 
Sociability 16.89 4.55* 21.44 .41 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
** Significant at the .Ollevel of confidence. 
Mean 
17.21 
14.37 
15.95 
11.82 
15.21 
21.03 
Nat'l.. 
Nom 
Group 
Mean 
14.9 
12.4 
19.,3 
13.6 
17.9 
18o2 
Most of the differences reportedin Table XXVI may be attributed to 
sampling fluctuations, but some significant differences did appear in the 
analyses. The migratory group joined a group more like themselves on 
valuing.independence andtheyweresignifieantly different on this factor 
from the domitorygroupthatthey left. They, like the fraternity (NM) 
group, scored well below the national norm.on this scale. 
Significant differences werefoundon.bothtemperament trait sea.leso 
Migrants were significantly more objective than the group that they joined, 
and they tended to be more objective than the dormitory nonmigrants and 
the normative .sample. They _signii'ioantiy .surpass.ad. the dormito?'J' (NM) 
group on the Sociability :scale and. appeared to be very much li~e tbe 
grou~. that they j.oined.. Bo~ fraternity .. groups tended. to be mere sociable 
than the normative sample. 
TABLE XMII 
RESULTS OF 0 t 0 TESTS.OF DIFFERENCES BErWEENTHE MEAN.OF THE 
FRATERNITY MIGRATORY GROUPANDTHE MEANS OF DORMITORY AND 
FRATERNITY NONMIGRATORY GROUPS ON THE ACT COMPOSITE. 
SCORE . 
Grou;es 
Variables Dom. · Di.ff. · · ~atory Ditt. Fri-E. 
(NM) .-between..., at ..,_ between....,. (NM) 
Mean Means Mean Means. Mean 
SSHA 33.33 a.oo 41.33 a.2; '.3:3.08 
ACT Composite 20.65 3.24 23.89 1.71 22.18 
G.P.A. 1.92 • .51 2.43 .:33 2.10 
All. ot.. the dit.terences. reported in Table. XXVIII .. were irisigniticant 
,nd are at best suggestion .. tor further study. It is interesting to note 
that .. this ... migratory. group.. seemed. to .. be.most. "select•• on these indices of 
potentiality for further aoademicwork. It exceeded all other groups in 
\:tie.se.analyses.on.AC'l' Seores,.grade point.averages, and study habits and 
attitudes. (S!3e Tables XXVI and .. XXVIII). 
m. Ditferenees .Between 0.tt ... Campus. Migrants and Fraternity Migrants. 
Table. XXIX. presents. i"ind:1 ngs. .. of. "t" test.s of differences betwee'1 the 
means. ot. the .. twe .. migratory . ..groups •. 
The.t~atenit.y ... gr.onp. valued. re.c.ognition. significantly more than did 
the o:££-campu.s .. migrant.s .. and.. cans1 dared .. independ.$nae __ s1gn1 :f:i,cantly less 
important. The fraternity_migrants scored significantly higher on· the 
Sociability trait scale. 
An a.nalysi.s of the ACT C.omposite. seore.s of the two groups revealed 
that the fraterni.ty migrants exoeede.d the off-campus group at the one 
per cent level of probability .. 
TABLE·mx · 
RESULTS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MEANS OF 
FRA.TERNITY AND OFF-CAMPUS MIGRA.TORY GROUPS ON VARIABLES 
WITH SIGNIFICANT "F" RA.TICS ON THE ANALYSIS OF 
V~E TESTS 
Vari.a.bl.es m.th 
Sign. "F" Ratios 
on'AOV~ 
Difi'e.renee 
Between 
Means 
S" E. 
Diffo 
Mean diff. 
Required. 
for Sign. 
Values 
Support 
Recognition 
Independence 
Benevolence 
Telllperament Traits 
Objee:tivity 
Sociability 
ACT Composite 
Frat> OoC,,=3.67 
Frat> OcC.=5 .. 17** 
OoC o > Frat=5o 72* 
O.C., > Frat=l.61 
Frat> O.C.=3.,17 
Frat> OQC,.=4088* 
Frat> O,,Co=5o45** 
* Significant at the .. 05 level of confidence. 
** Significant at the ,,01 level of confidence .. 
> Greater thano 
2.,08 
1.90 
2.75 
2o56 
2 .. 29 
2.43 
L,89 
Findings ,2! !h!, £!&-Square Treatment .2£ Socio-Economic 
Background ~ 
D.05=4.12 
D.01='h98 
D.,05=5"45 
D0 05=5.,07 
D.,05=h53 
D.05=4081 
D.,01=4.95. 
The analyses reported.in this section were designed to seek answers 
to the following que.stions: (1) Were there.si.gnifieant soeio..,ecoinomie 
background differences among .. the nomnigratory groups?, (2) Did migratory 
gr.oups .. diff.er si.gni:f'icantly on socio.,.economic background. from either the 
groups that they left or the.groups·.that they joined?, and (3) Did tbe two 
migratory groups diffe·r significantly ,on the· indices of socio-economic 
ba,ckg:round 1 
I. Differences Among Nonmigrat9ry Group.so 
Table XXX reports the findings of the Chi-Square tests for socio-
eConomic background,differenoes among the nonmigratory groups& 
TABLEJCXX 
CHI-SQUARES AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE INDICES OF SOCIO~ 
ECONOMIC BA.CKGROUND. OF NONMIGRA.TORY .. GROUPS 
Groups, Variables, and 
Direction of Dii'ferenee 
Size of High School. 
Fraternity> Dormitory 
Fraternity> Off ... Campus 
Dormitory > Off ..,.Campus. 
Family Income 
Dormitory> Off...,Campus 
Fraternity> Off-Campus 
Fraternity> Dormitory 
Mothar0 s Educat;ton Level 
Fraternity> Domitory 
Dormitory> Off-Campus 
Fraternity > Off-Campus 
Father0 s Education Level 
Fraternity > Dormitory 
Fraternity> Off-Campus 
Dormitory > Off ... Campus 
.x:2 
80.50* 
8.,46* 
3ol3 
13.41** 
28 • .73** 
4.01 
5 .. 02 
014 
2e79 
4028 
8 .. 03* 
lo71 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
** Significant at the .01 level of' confidence. 
> Greater than •. 
df 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Fraternity (NM) graduated from significantly larger high schools 
than both of the other groups., The do.rmitory (NM) and off-campus (NM) 
did not differ significantly on this variable. 
The.1962 family incomes of the off-campus.group were significantly 
smaller-than those reported by dormitory and fraternity men, and the 
greatest cont:t-ast was between the fraternity and.off-campus nonmigrants. 
The difference between the fraternity and dormitory groups was not 
signi.ficant. 
No significant differences were found among.the mother:os education 
levels, and the only important differences identified among the groups on 
f'ather 0s educ.ation level.. was. between the fraternity and of.f\.eampus groups. 
The fraternity gro~p exceeded the off-campus group at the .05 level of 
confidence. 
' ' 
' 
!Io Differ.erl!les-.Betw.een .. Migratoey ~.ups .... and .. the .Groups that .'!'hey Mi= 
grated. From. and. Groups .. that ... T_hey. Joinedo. 
Table XXXI. preaent.s the·. findi :ngs ... of Chi-Square tests for·. se~io-
economi~ background differences between these groupso 
TABLE XXXI ·· 
CHic:oSQUARES AND DEGREES. OF FREEDOM. FOR THE INDICES OF 
SOCIO ... ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF MIGRATORY AND 
NONMIGRATORY .. GROUPS 
Vari.ables, Groups, and 2 
. Dire.ction .. -0£,..Differ..ence .X 
Size .af-1figh . .8..chocl. 
Do.rmit~:ry. (NM)> Off..,Campus (M) 4o89 
0££...,Campus (M) > Of.f'..,Campus. (NM) lo60 
Fraternity (M) > Dormitory (NM) Jo07 
Fraternity. (NM) > Fraternity (M) 2o.97 
FamiJ.y- Income 
Off..,Qampus. (M) \i= Dormitory (NM) oOl 
0.f'f.,,,Csmpus (M)) Off.,.Campus .. (NM.) 5ol9. 
Fraternity (M) > Dam.itory (NM) 3 .. 04 
Fraternity (NM)> Fratenilty. (M) 1C)l4 
Mothe.ro s Education. Level 
Dol'mitory (NM)> Off\.,Campus. (M) L,'70 
.0.f'f..,Campn.s .. {M)) Ott,nCampns. (NM) 085 
Dormitory (NM) #I Fraternity (M) 002 
Fraternity: (NM) ) Fraternity (M) lo70 
Father0s Education Level 
Domitory (NM) > Off-Campus (M) e59 
orr ... campus (M) > Of'f...,Campus (NM) 2o99 
Fraternity (M) > Dormitory (NM) L09 
Fraternity (NM) ?=Frater:rdty (M) oll 
* Significant at the 005 level of confidence 
> Greater.than. 
= Approximately equal too 
df 
'.3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
No sign:ifieiant differences we3re found between either of the migratory 
· grcm.ps a.:nd the dormitory nonmigrants that they left or the group that they 
joinedo On three of the four variables (size of high school, family in,.. 
eeme, father-•0 s. education level) fraternity mi,grants joined a nonmigratory 
group more like themselves., This. trend. only appeared en two of the four 
variables in the analyses of,off~eampus migrants" These variables were 
size of high s~hool and mother 0 s education levelo These trends were in... 
si@df'icant and may be attributed.to chan~e, but they may have some sug,,., 
gestive value for further stud.yo 
IIIo Differences Between Migratory Groupso 
Comparisons of the twc migratory groups were ma.de, and no significant 
differences were found on the indices of socio ... economic backgroundo The 
resul.ts of the Chi ... Square tests are presented in Table XXllio 
TABLE XXXII 
CBI-SQUARES AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE INDICES OF SOCIO"" 
ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF MIGRATORY GROUPS 
Variables, Groups, and 
x2 Direction (!If Difference 
Size of High s~hool 
Fraternity > Off..,Campus lol2 
Family In~ome 
Fraternity> Off-Campus 1088 
Mother0s Education Level 
Fraternity> Off ... Campus 079 
Father0s Education Level 
Fraternity> Off'o,.Qampus .,56 
* Sigl'lif'icant at the 005 level of confidenceo 
) Greater than., 
df 
3 
2 
2 
2 
The fraternity (M) group tended to come from l~ger:-high soihools,. 
report higher family income, and report that their pa.rents had slightly 
more formal edu.(\lationo. These differences may be attributed t@ chance, 
•nd they should be treated accordinglyo 
This chapterha.~ re.ported.the-results of analysesdesigned to supple= 
:m.ent the findings: reported. in Chapter IV by lo.eking. within the three 
formal heusing.groups., The.limitations imposed by inadequate sampling 
procedures were reoognizedo 
The findings suggest that signifi~ant differences may have sxisted 
among the interpersona1 va1ues,.temperament traits,.ACT.9omposite scores, 
and indices of socic-eco:nomic background of men who settled in the differ~ 
ent types of .. housing_. in. the fall. .. and elected .. not te. move at mid.,.year 6 
The findings also su.gges.t that significant differenees may have e:x;... 
isted between the.two migratory groups.and the groups that they left and 
joined0 The fratemit;r migrants appeared.to be a very "select" group in 
tems of aeademie aptitude; and the off ... eampusmigrants. seeiaed t9 b~ very 
different, on a number or factors, from both the group that they left and 
the one that they joinede ' 
The two migratory groups appeared to differ significantly on two 
interpersonal values seal.es, on Sociability, and on academic aptitude0 
No signif~cant differences were found between them en.indio~s of sooi0-
eeonomic backgroundo 
CHAPl'ER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Review .2.!, ~ · Purpose ~ Design !lf. ~ Stud.y 
This dissertation has reported the results of an investigation de-
signed to determine whether or not second semester freshman men living 
in off-campus housing differ significantly on selected psychosocial 
factors from their counterparts in dormitory and fraternity housing. It 
was felt that a better understanding of the composition of these groups 
was necessary before decision-making in planning, guidance, and evaluation 
for them could progress beyond the "educated guess". stage. 
The major theoretical orientation was taken from the field of social 
psychology, and much of the impetus for the study generated from~-
American College. (69). The theory of Sherif and Sherif has contributed 
much to this study, and one basic assumption of this study that has grown 
from their writings is that a student's selection of housing is a function 
of internal and external factors operating at the time of selection. It 
was de~uoed that men with similar kinds of mo.ti vating· factors will tend 
to migrate to the same housing.groups. This investigation was ex post 
facto in terms of this selection; that is to say, the groups studied were 
considered to be products or this selective processo 
Subjects were selected on a random basis from the housing groups; 
and, the final sample, on which data was'actually analyze~, included 
forty-eight men fr~m each housing groupo 
Instruments used for data collection were: (1) Survey .2!, Interpersonal 
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ValuM,, (2) . ~ Guilford Zimmerman Temperament Survey, (3) .. survey .2! 
Study Habits~ Attitudes, and (4) a short questionnaire. An 04C8lllple of 
the questionnaire may be found in Appendix B. Other data, including ACT 
scores, were taken from University records. 
Statistical tests utilized included the Analysis of Variance Teoh-·. ·· 
:¢qua.and Chi-Squareo The analysis of' variance calculations for the 
study were made at the Oklahoma State University Computing Center. 
The hypotheses tested concerned the groups' interpersonal values, 
temperament traits, study habits and attitudes, academic aptitude, and 
indices of socio-economic background. In addition to the treatment of 
these hypotheses concerning differences among the total groups, certain 
questions were raised and data was analized concerning.differences within 
the groups. Subjects in each housing group were subgrouped by: (l),Mi-
grants .. students who changed housing groups at mid-year, and (2) Non-. 
migrants - students who did not change housing groups at mid-year. 
Analyses were made to test for certain psychosocial differences among 
these subgroupso 
.Because of the large amount of data that has_ been presented on the 
characteristics of these housing groups and their subgroups, the writer 
finds it difficult to summarize the results accurately without including 
so many ~alif'ieations that the summary would no.longer be in keeping with 
scientific brevity~ For this reason the m~s~ .important findings, con-
clusions ,_ and implications are enumerated in a rather concise form with 
the realization that the presentation contains some oversimplifications. 
. , SUmmaty .2! Findings 
I. Diversity Among the Spring Semester Housing Groups._ 
·This section summa:rizes salient findings of tests for differences 
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among the housing groups as they existed after the mid-yea.r migration. 
An attempt is made to consolidate into a concise "picture" the ways that 
each group differed from both of the other grpups and ways that each 
differed from one, but not both, of the other groups. 
lo The fraternity group. 
The fraternity group differed from both dormitory and off-
campus groups on a number of factors. They valued recognition 
more ~han the other gro.ups did, and they described themselves as 
"being more sociable and ascendant in their behavior patternso 
Their academic aptitude, as measured·by the ACT test, was su-
perior to that of both other groups, and they graduated from 
" larger high schools than their non-fraternity counterparts. The 
greater contrast on valuing recognition, academic aptitude, size 
of high school, and family income was with the off-campus group. 
The fraternity group.differed from the off-campus group, but 
not from the dormitory group, on threefactorso They reported· 
·higher family income and indicated that their fathers had·eom-
pleted more formal education. They considered being benevolent 
less important than the off-campus group did. On the other hand, 
.. 
they considered i:q.dependehce in their interpersona1 relat:t.onships 
significantly l.ess important than the dormitory group didG! 
2o The off..,campus group. 
The off~campus group differed from both other groups on 
valuing benevolenc~, on academic aptitude, and on family incomeo 
They placed more value on being benevolent in their interpersonal 
relationships, but they reported lower family income and had a 
lower mean ACT score than their counterpartso The greater con-
trast on all of these factors was with the fraternity groupo 
16 
The off-campus group differed from the fraternity group 
alone on several fact<;>rs.. They valued recognition significantly 
less than the fraternity group did, and described themselves as 
being less ascendant and less sociable in their behavior~ They 
graduated from smaller high schools and reported that their 
fathers had completed less fol"l!lal educationo 
The off-campus group valued independence in their inter-
personal relationships less than the dol"lllitory group dido 
Jo The dormitory group. 
The only variable on which the dormitory group exceeded both 
other groups was on the Independence value scale, and the greater 
difference seemed to be with the fraternity groupo 
This group had higher ACT scores an~ reported larger family 
incomes than the off-cam.pus group. Being benevolent was not as 
important to the dol"lllitory group as it was to the off-cam.pus 
groupo 
In comparison to the fraternity group, the dormitory group 
valued recognition less, described themselves as less ascendant 
and sociable, graduated from smaller high schools, and had less 
academic aptitudeo 
4o No significant differences were found among the groups on valuing 
Support, Conformitory, or LeadersM,.p,. All three groups had 
slightly larger means on Confol"lllity than the standardization 
sample, and they all had slightly smaller means than the norm on 
the Leadership seal~. 
5o Although no significant differences were found among the groups 
on Personal Relations; Masculinity, General Activity, Restraint, 
Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, or Thoughtfulness, 
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there were some trends in the data. All three groups deviated 
toward the Impulsive end of the Restraint soaleo They also de..: 
viated in the same direction on the Personal Relations and 
Masculinity soaleso 
60 No significant differences were found among the groups' study 
ha.bits and attitudeso 
II o Diff erenoes Among Nonmigratory Subgroups. 
7o The fraternity group significantly exceeded the dormitory group 
on valuing Support and Recognition, but differences between the 
fraternity and off ... eampus groups were not significanto This 
pattern was also found on the Sociability temperament scale. 
The fraternity group deviated above the national norm on all 
three or these soaleso 
80 The dormitory group scored near the norm on valuing independence 
but both the fraternity and off-campus groups had significantly 
smaller. means than the dormitory group., The difference between 
the fraternity and off..,campus groups was insignificant. The 
dormitory groups also significantly exceeded the fraternity 
group on Objectivity, but other differences among the groups on 
this trait were insignifioanto 
9o The off~oampu.s group valued being benevolent significantly more 
than both of the other groups, and the greatest difference;wa.s 
between it and the fraternity groupo The off=campus mean was 
well above the normative mean for this soaleo 
lOo The off,,.,cam.pus .group had a significantly smaller mean ACT score 
than both other groups, and the greatest difference was between 
it and the fraternity groupo 
11. The off-campus group tended to have the least favorable socio-· 
economic background. The dormitory and fraternity groups both 
reported significantly higher family income than the off=campus 
groupo The fraternity group graduated.from significantly larger 
high schools than both other groups, and there was a tenden~y 
fl1.l>r dormitory subjects to rep©rt larger high schools than off= 
CM'lpus subjectso 
IIIo Differences Between Migratory Subgr(Q)ups and the Nonmigratory Sub= 
groups that They Left and Joinedo 
The migratory subgroups were too small to be considered adequate 
samples; therefore, the utility of the findi~gs of analyses inv©lving 
these groups should be limited to the level of suggestion for further 
study a 
12a The ©ff~CJampus migratory group seemed to be somewhat different 
from both the do:nnitocy group that it left and the off=campus 
gr©up that it joinedo The migrants valued Supp:l>rt and Reeog= 
nition signifi©antly less than both nonmigratory groups, and the 
largest differen©es was with the off=ea.mpus nonmigrantso They~ 
like the d©:mdtory gr©up 9 pla©ed mu~h value on independen~e, and 
this resulted in s©©ring signifi©antly higher than the off=~ampus 
n©:rmdgrants ©n this value syndromeo The migrants tended to s©ore 
~lightly low on Soeiability which made them m©re like the d©:rmi= 
to:ry gr@Up @:n "this tl"aito 
130 The ©ff=campus :migrant group had the lowest grade point average 
of all groups in the survey~ but the differen©es were not found 
to be signifiea.nto Its :mean ACT soore was only slightly la.::!':'ger 
than that of the off=cam.pus no:n:migrant group which had the 
smallest mean on this va.riableo 
140 The fraternity migratory group valued independence significantly 
less than the do:rmito:ry nonmigrantsj but the differenoe between 
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it a:nd the fraternity nonmigrant group. was not significant. 
This . .group. was s.i.gnif1cantly more. obj.ective than the fraternity 
nomigrants; in fact, they deviated above the national norm on ,. 
this trait.. The fraternity: migrants., like. the .group that they 
joined, scored high on Sociability, and this placed them signi-
ficantly above the do:nni.tory nonmigrants on this soaleo 
150 The fraternity migrants had an insignificantly higher study 
habits and attitudes score, mean ACT score, and grade point 
average than the groups that they left and joined., 
16., No signi:f':ioant differences were found between either of the 
migratory groups and the groups.that they left and joined on 
sooio-e(:lonomio baclcground. Trends in the data. suggested that 
the off .. eampus nonmigratory group was probably ranked lowest on 
soeio.,,.eeionomie background, as measured by the variables employed 
in this sul"Vey., 
17., No significant differences were found between either of the mi-
gratory groups and the groups that they left and joined on 
Personal Relations, Masoulinity, General Activity, Restraint, 
Emotional. Stability, Friendliness, Thoughtfulness, or Asoendenoe .. 
No significant differences were found on three of the inter-
personal values soalesi Benevolence, Leadership, and Conformity,, 
IV o Dif'f'erenees . .Between Migratory Groups .. 
~The findings.. reported. .. .in. thi$ seotion have the same limitations as 
thcis.e .. :reparted. in. Se~tion. III. 
18., Significant. differences were found between the two migratory 
groups on four variables. The. fraternity migrants scored 
signi:f'.1.cantly.higher.on.Soeiability and.on valuing.?"eoognition., 
Their mean ACT score was also significantly larger than that of 
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the off.,,campus migrant group. The off-campus migrants had a 
significantly higher mean soore on the Independence value scaleo 
Conclusions 
lo This survey/lfas accumulated some evidence of diversity among and 
within the male freshman housing groups at Oklahoma Sta_:t.e Uni ... 
versity on such psychosocial factors as interpersonal values, 
temperament traits, academic aptitude, and socio-economic back-
ground,, While one can conclude that this information helps 
~larify certain aspects of general housing problems and brings 
them more clearly into focus, it cannot be concluded that this 
report provides solutions to the problemso The information can 
be most useful as objective background data for use in adminis= 
trative decision~making and as a source of suggestions for ad-
ditional studyo 
,2o · The eviden~e indicates that these housing groups are not equal 
on certain initial characteristics; therefore, comparisons of 
the amount of ·student achievement or change associated with re= 
siding in the different housing groups is invalid without pre= 
testing and matelbing of subjects at the beginning of the learning 
periieido 
3o The data suggest that the fraternity·group has the greatest pc)= 
tential for further academic success and persistence in higher 
educatiQffio There is also the possibility that certain of their 
traits are not highly eompatablewith academic achievement, so 
that one.might expect them.to underachieve what would normally 
be,expected of them in terms of their academic aptitude scoref,o 
This is an area that needs further investigationo 
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..... 
4 .. The off' ... eampus group may be a special probl.em group. One can 
expect a. higher drop..out rate from this group than should be ex-
peoted. for the other groups f'or:·at. least. two reasons. First, 
they have_less academic aptitudei and second,.tp.ere seems to be 
a greater chance for financial dif'f'icuJ.ty to interfere with their 
progr.ass.,_ 
5.. Much of' the .. diversity:_ among .. the housing. groups_ can be credited 
to groupings that occurred in the fall. There is als.o some 
evidence to s.u.gge.st that mid-yearmigrations..tend to create new 
subsystems in of'f,...campus. and_ fraternity housing rather than re ... 
au.ting .. in larger, homogeneous. units.,. However, further investi-
gation. will, be required before one ean conclude that this is 
Implications 
Io Impli.qations.for Housing Groupso 
1. These data can be used by educators in the various housing groups 
in, the same way that pre.test. data is us:ed. in a,ny learning situa-
tionil By gaining a better understanding of' their groups, edu-
cat11:J:rs can make more valid judgments about the appropriateness 
of their educational programso 
This information is very limited and is applicable only to total 
gNu.ps, bat.the data can be compared with educational ends in an 
effort to estimate the kind and amount of student change that 
ia.desirabl.e., Thiaprocessmayresul.t-inthe edueator9 s reeog ... 
nizing. important .gaps· in the data that call for further research<)-
Caution.should.be e:x:eroised to avoidovel"llse of these findings .. 
There is ,~ possibility that the various fraternity houses,·. 
dormitories" .. and units off.campus attract different types of meno 
Data.on.these subgroups is needed· for decision-making at that 
levelo 
2., The findings .. s:uggest .. that it wolll.d, be. desirable. to develop local. 
norms. on. the Survey ..2£, Interpersonal Values. and.!!!! Guilford 
Zimmerman TemperamentSurvez., These instruments are being used 
in pers.onal. counseling with men in the various housing groups, 
and.such data woul.d be useful in adjustment counseling. 
3. The findings suggest that diversity in types of living environ-
ments available to Oklahoma State University freshman men is 
desirabl.eo This population is not homogeneous, but is composed 
of identifiable subgroups with somewhat different needs and 
purpC!S.as., However, the type of diversity that would be most de ... 
sirable is still. .. a matter of conjecture, and most of the theory 
in this area needs additional supp.art from objective research. 
4. Achievement .. criteria other than grade point average seem to be 
desirable for evaluation purposes.in the housing program., 
5., The findings suggest that efforts should be made to develop a 
permmEil. program for of'£ ... campu.s. freshmen designed to meet their 
particular.set of psychosocial.needs., Since they tend to come 
from smaller previous educational environments and poorer_soeio ... 
eeonomio backgrounds, there is a good possibility that they are 
in more net?d of assistance in certain of the non ... academie areas 
of .. growth<> They may, . in some ways., be. more "marginal" to the 
University soeial sys.tem than actually an integral part of itQ 
Some creative pla.rm:'l:ng .. may be necessary in order to provide 
as.sistanoe te those. faced with. such a large and complex social 
organization for the first timeo 
The fact that there seems to be a greater probability of thei~ 
having financial diffifflty calls ftllr special effort to make 
them awa~ @f different solutions to financial problems., Their 
relatively lower level of academia aptitude is .f'tlrther indica-. 
tion that they may have more than their share of problemso 
IIo !.mplications £or Further Stud.yo 
As recent reviews of the lit~rature have indicated, there is an 
abundanee of questions in the area of student housing and very few 
answers based upon objective informationo Social. scientists are doing 
an increasing amount of researoh on educational institutions and their 
subsystems, but there is an acute need form~re educat~rs to do their 
pa.rt in this quest for greater understandingo Concepts fr-em the fields of 
sociology and social psychology are applieabl.e to many educ.ational 
problems, and student pers(!)tmel workers ceuld utilize some of these eon-
cepts in their theoryo 
This investigation has helped elarify sme of the, problems facing 
student personnel workers at Oklahoma State University, and to say that 
further research is needed is merely stating the obviouso A few or the 
more salient needs are listed below., 
60 This investigation has :f'oicu.sed up@~ certain aspects or the three 
formal. men.~s housing grcups at Oklah©ma State Universityo Bay 
has pointed out that surcih large social systems· 19C';IOlntain a sue.,. 
cession of subsystems"" ~ome of the housing subsystems at 
Oklahcm,,a State University that call for further study are the 
' 
individual fraternity ho~ses, dormitories, and housing groups 
off ... campu.s,, These uni.ts cCiilntain fem.al. and informal subsystems 
that may have im.I)Ci>rtant effects upon how their members interact 
with other parts of the University., 
7.. Studies. of this type should. be of value in .ga:ining better und.$1'-
standing ot women~ s,, housing .. groups. 
8. These data could be used as pretast data.fora longitudinal. 
study of' the amount and direction. of s.tudent cb,a:nge associated 
with living inthe.ditterenttypesof hQusing •. Do different 
types of' men ach:i.eve more in.the.ditterent types.of housing? 
.9., Th$ ev.ideme indicates that some homogeneous grouping is oc-
curring. in the .. housing .. groups,. but. the. affect. of. this grouping 
Gn student.growth, persistence intbe.University, and so on, is 
not understoodo What combination or mixture of student_ 
charaeter.i.stics,is.most dasirable in a housing unit in terms of 
cireati.ng an.atmosphere that values the academic and promotes de-
velopmental. cq.ange? .. 
10. This.investigation has furnished.some evidence of differences 
on values, traits, and indices. of :so.cio-e~onomic background _among 
these hoU$ing_groups. One might hypothesize that there would be 
a rel.ationship between.differences on these factors and the way 
these groups defined the role of the successful students. The 
amount of conflict between.these role definitions and those held 
by othet> pos.itions in the University would also be a worthy field 
fer explorationo 
U. No evidence is·e.vailable at Oklahoma.State University on th~ 
nature of'.ove:r;'lap-between.housing.subgroups.and other sooial 
.sys.t,ems. within the University.,. Do students .. in. the different 
f'i.elds. o.f',_study'.. or .. extraeµrnaular activity. tend to group to-
gether in their living_ units? If they da, how does~0this',aff'ect 
their academi.c progres.s. and. ether devel.opmenta1 .. tasks? 
12.- The data provided by this investigation on the characteristics 
of migratory groups needs further support., 
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Dear Sir: 
Dean·qf Men's O!t'iee 
Stillw-.ter, Oklahoma 
Feb;ruary 14, 1963 
You have been selected tq be a part of a study of the dit:ferent men's 
living groups o:f Oklahoma State Universit1. It is felt that the informa-
tion made available through this.stu.dy will aid in the improvement, of 
student personnel services to these groups •. By participating you may be 
of service to'present and future m~~ of Oklahoma State. 
Please come to room B-Li-, Student Union ~ding, at6:00 p.m.,. 
Febru.ary 21, 1963, to participate i?;L a briet testing session. You should 
feel assured that the results of these tests will remain confidential, and 
that, if you desire $n indiv:i,.dual interpretation, arrangements for it can. 
be made through the University Counseling Service. 
It should take you no loJiger than one and, one half hou:r.,s to complete 
the tests. 
Refreshments will 1::;>e served. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
WEJ, BJD/edo 
You~s truly1 
Warren E. Johnson, 
Assistant Dean. of Men 
Robert. J •. Dollar, 
Assistant Dean ot Men .. 
Researcher 
9l 
APPENDIX B 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name 
--------------------
Please check the most correct completion of the following statements: 
--
lo The highest formal education level completed by your father was 
_ _.less than eight years. 
eight years. 
--
__ twelve years. 
_ _.fourteen years. 
sixteen yea.rs. 
--
__ over sixteen years o 
2o The highest formal education level completed by your mother was 
___ less than eight years. 
__ eight years. 
__ twelve years. 
fourteen years. 
--
__ .sixteen years. 
over sixte'en years. 
--
3o Your family 9s income for 1962 was 
under $50000 
--...between $5000 and $6.500 .. 
between $6.500 and $8000. 
--...between $8000 and $9.500. 
__ between $9500 and $11,000. 
__ over $11,000,, 
don't know. 
--
Please complete: 
4o Your school address ~ semester was --------------
VITA 
Robert J9 1'ollar 
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. . 
Doctor of Education 
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UNIVERSITY . 
Major Field: Higher ·Education 
Biographical: 
Personal Data: Born at Muldrow, Oklahoma, April 11, 1931, the son 
of .Amos and Vera Dollar.. · 
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ships from 1960 to 1962 at Oklahoma State University including: 
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